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Gottlieb noted that the battle
over right-to-carry laws is far from
over, but the 9th Circuit decision
reafﬁrms that court’s earlier ruling
in the Peruta case and “moves the
ball another step forward.”
“We will pursue Second
at the same time, and to the same
By Dave Workman,
Amendment afﬁrmation wherever
panel, that earlier decided Peruta
Contributing Editor
and whenever such cases are
The
Second
Amendment v. County of San Diego, a similar possible as SAF ﬁghts to win back
Foundation (SAF) and The case challenging overly-restrictive gun rights one lawsuit at a time,”
Calguns Foundation (CGF) carry license policies. Yolo County Gottlieb stated.
earned a signiﬁcant victory and Sheriff Prieto argued that
California
carry
license
March 12 when the 9th Circuit their policies were distinguished applicants
can
download
Court of Appeals reversed and from those struck down in Peruta, state-standard
application
remanded the case of Richards v. but apparently the three-judge forms,
legal
information,
Prieto, challenging the handgun panel unanimously disagreed.
and report unconstitutional
However, California Attorney
carry license issuing policy of Yolo
policies or process issues at
General
Kamala D. Harris has
County, CA, Sheriff Ed Prieto.
calgunsfoundation.org/carry.
“Today’s ruling reinforces the ﬁled a petition in the 9th Circuit
W&G
Second Amendment’s application Court of Appeals urging the court
to state and local governments, and to review and reverse its decision
will help clear the way for more in Peruta v. County of San Diego. Illinois Instructors
California citizens to exercise their In its Feb. 13 Peruta decision,
right to bear arms,” said SAF founder the 9th Circuit ruled that San Get Early
and Executive Vice President Alan Diego County violates the Start on CCWs
M. Gottlieb. “California ofﬁcials Second Amendment by requiring
Certiﬁed instructors in Illinois
have been put on notice that they individuals to show “good
can no longer treat the Second cause,” beyond a mere desire to who are teaching that state’s new
Amendment as a heavily-regulated carry a gun, when applying for a course to obtain a concealed carry
concealed-carry weapons permit. license (CCL) got an early start on
government privilege.”
“Local law enforcement must their applications, since the statute
The case was originally ﬁled
in 2009 as Sykes v. McGinness, be able to use their discretion requires that instructors must
and challenged not only Yolo to determine who can carry a qualify for a carry license. Richard
County’s policies, but Sacramento concealed weapon,” Harris said. Pearson, executive director of the
County’s then-restrictive practices “I will do everything possible to Illinois State Riﬂe Association,
as well. SAF, Calguns and two restore law enforcement’s authority told W&G that he expected the
private citizens, Adam Richards to protect public safety, and so state police to start issuing CCLs
and Brett Stewart, continued today am calling on the court to in February, after the ﬁrst wave
of citizens has gone through the
pursuing the case against Yolo review and reverse its decision.”
required class and applied for their
“The
Ninth
Circuit’s
decision
County after Sacramento County
agreed to relax its policy. Plaintiffs moves our Carry License licenses .
According to the Illinois State
are represented by attorneys Alan Compliance Initiative forward,”
Police,
there are approximately
explained
CGF
Executive
Gura and Don Kilmer.
“We are conﬁdent that the Director Brandon Combs. “We’re 2,000 certiﬁed ﬁrearms instructors
win today will stand the test of already preparing the next phase on the agency’s concealed carry
time,” said Calguns Foundation of litigation to ensure that all law- website. Pearson said he is one of
abiding Californians can exercise them.
Chairman Gene Hoffman.
W&G
The Richards case was argued their right to bear arms.”

SAF, CalGuns Win Second
9th Circuit Court Victory
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Connecticut’s ‘Conﬁscation’ Flap
Flares over ‘Bad Journalism’
By Dave Workman,
Contributing Editor
A Connecticut gun rights
advocacy group has thrown
down a gauntlet to Connecticut
lawmakers and the governor,
challenging them to either enforce
the state’s strict new gun laws or
“completely repeal these immoral
edicts” by May 7.
Connecticut Carry President
Rich Burgess told W&G and
Examiner.com that much of the
controversy over the situation
in his state may be blown out
of proportion. In a press release
from his organization, Burgess
wrote, “A recent media tidal
wave based on false reports and
bad journalism has proven a few
things about the 2013 Gun Ban:
people from Connecticut and
around the nation are tired of
being threatened; are ready to
make a stand; and the State of
Connecticut does not have the
stomach to enforce the edicts and
laws with which they threaten gun
owners.”
Burgess also was a guest on Tom
Gresham’s nationally-syndicated
“Gun Talk” radio show, during
which he stressed that there have
been no gun conﬁscations.
“I would say no,” Burgess
told Gresham. “As a matter of
principle, I think that’s not true.
I think a lot of people have gotten
this thing very, very confused.
The media’s put it out there that
there’s conﬁscation; that this is a
letter that had been sent out to
everybody. But when you look at
the reality of it, we have not seen
6

any letters sent out to anybody in
the state of Connecticut.”
The controversy may be due
to what could be described as a
hyper-misunderstanding of the
contents of a letter from the state
police that was purportedly sent
to people who tried to register
their so-called assault weapons as
deﬁned by the state’s new gun law,
but missed the deadline.
In an e-mail exchange with
W&G, Burgess stated, “These
letters, as far as anyone in
Connecticut can ascertain, never
got sent to anyone. The history of
the letter is that it was apparently
a ‘proposed’ response to people
who sent in their registrations
(with sworn afﬁdavits) late. This
means that those people were
swearing to the state that they
were felons per…state law. The
letter was released through a
(state) legislator’s Facebook page
back in early January. For some
reason, they went viral just last
week.
“The major point to understand
about the letters,” Burgess
continued, “is that they are only
stating the law. Those are the
‘legal’ options for people who
failed to meet the registration
deadline. Understand that the
people who were supposedly to
be targeted by these letters were
people who had admitted to and
made a sworn confession to a
felony. When this is considered,
the state police are actually being
very charitable here. There is no
threat of imminent arrest in those
letters like the state police usually

provide. A sworn confession
would be more than enough for
them to go door-kicking in any
other circumstance like this.
“We are no fans or apologists
for the state police here in
Connecticut,” he concluded in
the e-mail. “However, in this
case, sending a letter letting
people know that they missed
the deadline and giving them
their ‘legal options’ seems to be
pretty nice for the state police.
Unfortunately, this letter has been
termed a ‘conﬁscation letter’ and
blown up far larger than it should
have ever been.”
Contents of the letter have
been either misconstrued or
misrepresented. In the letter,
people who missed the deadline
were given four options:
• Render the assault weapon
permanently inoperable;
• Sell the assault weapon to a
licensed gun dealer;
• Remove the assault weapon
from the state, or
• Relinquish the assault weapon
to a police department or to the
[state’s] Department of Emergency
Services and Public Protection.
The letter went out under
the name of Lt. Eric Cooke,
Commanding Ofﬁcer, Special
Licensing and Firearms Unit.
W&G tried to contact Cooke
for further information, but was
referred to the agency’s website
for information on ﬁrearms and
special licensing.

Connecticut Law
Continued on Page 43
Women&Guns

Colt’s Maggie Reese Wins High Lady at
Superstition Mountain Mystery 3-Gun
Colt-sponsored
shooter
Maggie Reese won the High
Lady Open division distinction
at the Superstition Mountain
Mystery (SMM) 3-Gun. The
match was held Mar. 28-31 at the
Rio Salado Sportsman’s Club in
Mesa, AZ This was Reese’s third
time winning High Lady at this
competition.
“All of us at Colt congratulate
Maggie on her outstanding
performance at the Superstition
Mountain
Mystery
3-Gun
competition,” said Joyce Rubino,
Vice President of Marketing for
Colt’s Manufacturing Company.
“We are proud to have such a
strong and skilled female shooter
representing the company.”
Reese relied on her Colt
LE6920 for the riﬂe portion of
the SMM 3-Gun. “There was a
lot of accuracy involved in this
particular match,” said Reese.
“Having a dependable riﬂe made
all the difference in trusting my
shot placement.”
The stages also included
distance targets up to 350
yards, along with some unique
challenges. One stage had
competitors strapped to a chair
and tilted at a 90-degree angle
to shoot. “Shooting sideways
was a fun experience,” said
Reese. “Body placement was so
important for this stage, along
with being comfortable with
your riﬂe. The SMM 3-Gun is
a competition I’ve gone to since
the start of my shooting career,
and it’s always a pleasure to go
back.”
May-June 2014

Maggie Reese in action. (Photo by Yamil Sued, courtesy Colt’s
Manufacturing.)

To follow all the action of
Reese’s competitions, along with
the other members of Team

Colt, please visit Facebook.com/
ColtFirearms.
W&G

Arizona’s Brewer Will Retire at End of Term
Arizona Gov. Jan Brewer (R)
announced on Mar. 12 that she
will retire at the end of this term.
“There does come a time to pass
the torch of leadership, so after
completing this term in ofﬁce I will
be doing just that,” Brewer said.
“While I will no longer be governor
after this year, I will remain a proud
cheerleader and champion for this
state that I love so dearly.”
Brewer said she would continue
to work until the ﬁnal hours of
her term.
“My pen and veto stamp have
plenty of ink,” she said.
Brewer thus ended months of
speculation about her political
future when she announced that she
will not seek a third term in ofﬁce.
The Arizona Constitution
limits governors to two terms, but

the Republican governor and her
advisers have kept alive a scenario
in which she might mount a
longshot legal challenge to seek
another four years in ofﬁce.
Brewer completed the term of
former Gov. Janet Napolitano
when she took a job in President
Barack Obama’s administration
in 2009. Brewer then won a full
term in 2010. She has said in the
past that there’s “ambiguity” in
the constitution because she hasn’t
served two full terms.
Brewer has been in the national
spotlight on several occasions in
her ﬁve years in ofﬁce.
She has a generally pro-gun
record during her time as governor,
signing more pro-gun legislation
than she has vetoed.
W&G
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Poll Suggests Majority of Voters
In NY, NJ, VA Favor Registration
A coordinated three-state poll
conducted by universities in
each of the states revealed that
an overwhelming majority of
respondents support national gun
registration, but activists and even
the National Riﬂe Association
have expressed skepticism about
the results.
According to the survey,
launched Feb. 22 in New Jersey
and Virginia and the following day
in New York, 74% of respondents
in the Garden State support a
national gun registry, 67% of the
New Yorkers polled agree, and
63% of Virginia poll respondents
back the idea.
Don Levy, director of the
Siena College Research Institute,
acknowledged that in both New
Jersey and New York there is
“an overwhelming plurality” of
Democrats, but Virginia—at
least outside of the Washington,
DC, region—is considered a lot
more friendly toward gun rights.
The National Riﬂe Association is
headquartered in Fairfax, VA.
Siena College, located just
outside of Albany, NY, conducted
jointly with Roanoke College in
Virginia and Rutgers-Eagleton in
New Jersey. Levy said he would
like to conduct more multi-state
polls, including western states.
NRA
spokesman
Andrew
Arulanandam
expressed
skepticism to the Washington
Times about the validity of the
poll results.
“The ﬁve million NRA members
are in sync with every reasonable
law-abiding
American
who
opposes gun registries and wants
law enforcement resources used
8

to ensure existing gun laws are
enforced—and those who break
these laws are arrested, prosecuted
and punished,” he stated.
Looking at the responses to
other poll questions may leave one
with the impression that the polls
were somehow skewed.
That view was reinforced by
some of the other poll results,
which stray signiﬁcantly to the
left of center, which is where Levy
acknowledged a majority of voters
in New York and New Jersey tend
to lean.
Majorities in all three states

favor the legalization of medical
marijuana nationwide, support
making citizenship possible for
illegal aliens who have no criminal
backgrounds, and have far more
favorable opinions about former
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton
than conservatives Rand Paul and
Paul Ryan.
However, majorities in all three
states favor completion of the
Keystone Pipeline project, and
only in New York, by a very slim
margin, would the majorities
retain Obamacare. In Virginia
and narrowly in New Jersey, the
majorities would scrap it. Also,
majorities in all three states think
the country is on the wrong track.
W&G

Firearms Industry Economic Impact
Nearly Doubles in Five Years
The total economic impact of
the ﬁrearms and ammunition
industry in the United States
increased from $19.1 billion in
2008 to $37.7 billion in 2013,
a 97% increase, while the total
number of full-time equivalent
jobs rose from more than 166,000
to more than 245,000, a 48%
increase in that ﬁve-year period,
according to a new report released
recently by the National Shooting
Sports Foundation (NSSF), the
industry’s trade association.
“We have seen dramatic,
unprecedented during peacetime
growth in the ﬁrearms and
ammunition industry that is
the direct result of consumer
demand for our products in the
last ﬁve years,” said Stephen L.
Sanetti, NSSF president and
chief executive ofﬁcer. “While
our nation’s overall economic

recovery has been slow since
2008, our industry has been a
true bright spot, increasing our
direct workforce by nearly half,
adding jobs that pay an average of
more than $47,700 in wages and
beneﬁts. Supplier and induced
jobs were also increased by about
half since 2008, even as we
increased federal tax payments
by 93%, Pittman-Robertson
excise taxes that support wildlife
conservation by 83% and state
business taxes by 77%.”
The Firearms and Ammunition
Industry Economic Impact
Report: 2013 provides a state by
state breakdown of job numbers,
wages and output covering
direct, supplier and induced
employment, as well as federal
excise taxes paid. The full report
can be accessed at nssf.org.
W&G
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Gunowners in Peru Gain Small
Victory Against the Odds
By Art Merrill
Anti-gun rights and antihunting groups from the US and
abroad are very active in Central
and South America, with the
intent to outﬂank and overrun US
gunowners from that direction.
But a ﬂedgling movement to
ﬁght the complete eradication
of hunting and civilian gun
ownership down south has
succeeded
in
introducing
legislation in Peru to instead
expand the rights of owners under
a draconian gun control system.
“We achieved a landmark this

past Friday when a Peruvian
Congressman introduced a bill
favoring the position of the
ﬁrearms community,” said J.
Thomas Saldias, Coordinator of
the Coalicion por un Peru Libre
de Armas ILEGALES (Coalition
for a Peru Free of ILLEGAL
Firearms). “The bill is signiﬁcant
because it’s the ﬁrst bill in the
region that favors the position of
shooters and hunters.”
The bill is a beginning on a very
long road to secure some ﬁrearms
rights that gunowners in the US
will ﬁnd familiar, and some they
would consider restrictive and

invasive; but in Latin American
countries like Peru, where
ownership is strictly controlled
and limited to only four ﬁrearms
per person, any inroad at all is a
positive step. The bill now before
the Peruvian Congress stipulates
the establishment of:
-A national registry of convicted
felons, with the purpose of
denying them possession of
ﬁrearms, similar to the NICS
check in the US.
-Mandatory training for all gun
owners, both in ﬁrearms handling

Peruvian Gunowners
Continued on Page 44

At One with the Gun

The World’s most advanced laser
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Double Tap
called a “controlled pair,” but
I prefer the term “double tap,”
as it has wider usage. It is often
described as a technique suitable
only for semi-auto handguns,
but it could be performed with
a revolver just as well. To some
people, the arms should be slightly
bent for the fast ﬁrst shot, but
extended for the second one. Will
By Lyn Bates,
any two shot burst do? Nope.
Contributing Editor
To some people, the double tap
Is the venerable double tap good, means any two shots triggered
as fast as possible, to disable an
bad or irrelevant?
When I learned to shoot for opponent. Shooting without
defensive purposes, the double bothering to aim is a recipe for
tap was taught as a matter of disaster, as bullets that miss the
course, and was touted as one of target are not what you want on
the best ways to practice for a real the range or on the street.
Shooting one shot aimed and a
confrontation.
fast
second shot without aiming is
Before we talk about whether
this is a good technique, we should a technique called the “hammer.”
know what it is, but there seems It might be blindingly fast, but the
to be a difference of opinion here. accuracy lost by not aiming the
The point of agreement is that a second shot can be unacceptable
double tap involves two very fast, on the street. If you have time to
aimed, accurate shots on the same aim one shot, you will have time
close target. How close is close? to aim the second.
I’ve found brief mention on the
Maximum 7 yards; real defensive
web
of double tap hits to the head
situations don’t often occur at long
distances. How accurate? The of a target, but common sense as
shots should be within a 6”-8” well as convention dictates that
spread; beyond 12” is not suitable the shots go where they are most
for defense. How fast? We’ll get to likely to be effective: the center
of mass of the target (the middle
that.
This article is about double of the chest if you can see it; the
tapping for defensive shooting, center of the largest body part
IDPA and IPSC shooters have you can see if the chest isn’t
some different ideas about double available).
Why not just shoot once?
tapping to improve their scores.
Handgun
ammunition
is
This technique is sometimes
10

notoriously ﬁckle, and one round,
regardless of the caliber, the bullet
weight, and the powder, might
not do the job. Shooting once and
then pausing to evaluate whether
a second shot is needed is a recipe
for disaster, because the answer
will usually be “Yes, more shots
are needed!” and your delay, even
a fraction of a second, can be
disastrous. Firing a two-shot burst
probably more than doubles the
chance that the assailant will be
stopped.
If two shots are better than
one, but still no guarantee,
why stop there? Why not keep
ﬁring? In a real situation, you
might have to do just that. Some
people under the effects of an
intense life-or-death ﬁght, keep
pulling the trigger until their
gun is empty. But it doesn’t make
sense to have all your practice
sessions involve emptying your
gun every time you load it,
not only because of the cost of
ammunition but because many
defensive situations don’t require
a lot of shots and many people
can stop shooting sooner rather
than later. Practice should focus
on techniques that will build
muscle memory for the things
that are most likely to be needed
in a gunﬁght. Shooting your
gun empty is not what you want
to practice most of the time
because it isn’t what you are
going to need on the street most
of the time.
Women&Guns

To good instructors and
practitioners, double tap shots
must be aimed--both of them.
That’s where a lot of practice is
almost certainly required. Getting
the sights aligned for the ﬁrst shot
is easy to learn, but managing the
recoil and quickly reacquiring the
sight alignment for the second
shot usually takes beginners some
time.
Here’s how to do it.
Work on the ﬁrst shot speed
and accuracy by itself for a while.
Accuracy, sights and trigger
control are more important than
speed. When you start working on
the second shot, don’t just whack
the trigger twice. Pay particular
attention to trigger control. To
help your speed, work on allowing
the trigger to release just enough

May-June 2014

to reset between shots, not enough
to release all the way.
Eventually, practice with a timer,
if you want, so that you know how
long it takes you to get the ﬁrst
shot off, and the second one. You
don’t really need a timer, just start
concentrating on reducing the
shot-to-shot time only after you
know you are using the sights for
both shots.
Remember I said at the
beginning of this article that we
would get to answer the question,
how fast should a double tap be?
Here’s the answer. As fast as you
can make both shots accurate.
Notice whether your ﬁrst shot or
your second one is more accurate.
For many people doing the double
tap properly, it is the second. If
your second shot is going wild,

forget speed and work on getting
both sight pictures clear.
There is no one technique
that will work for all situations.
Police trainers who used to teach
double taps now stress shooting an
unknown number of shots.
If you are prepared and practiced
to ﬁre either a single shot, a double
tap, a “Mozambique” (two shots
to the body followed by one to
the head if the target has not gone
down), or more shots all at once,
you will be prepared to evaluate a
situation and determine which of
those is needed to save your life.
The double tap can still be a
valuable technique, but it should
not be the only one in your
shooting repertoire. Be prepared
to shoot until the threat is over.
W&G
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This pair of 1911s, a Springfield on the right in a standard configuration
and a Kimber on the left customized for small hands, show some of the
pieces that can be changed out for fit adjustment such as triggers, grip
panels, grip safeties, and mainspring housings. (Photos by Tom Walls.)

Hand-to-Gun Fit
A Few Tips for Finding
the Right Firearm for You
By Diane Walls,
Contributing Editor
It comes as no surprise that
we are each unique individuals.
12

That’s one of the best things about
being a human! Each of us has
slightly different likes and dislikes
as well as differing dimensions in
our hands, arms and bodies. Enter

the science of ergonomics—the
designing of tools to ﬁt the human
body in such a way as to extract
maximal efﬁciency and usefulness
from the tool with maximum
Women&Guns

at any store that sells hardware
for a minimal cash investment.
When you are going to shell out
hundreds of dollars for a tool, very
few of us can afford to be casual
about whether it’s going to work
for us. Sadly, most retailers are
not going to offer to let you test
ﬁre their guns until you ﬁnd the
one you like best. Indeed, in some
states, it’s not legal for a retailer to
do so. So, what’s a lady to do?
First and foremost, deﬁne the
mission of the ﬁrearm. What are
you going to use it for? Do you
want to carry it for protection
on a daily basis? Is it going to
be primarily for home defense
only? Are you going to shoot in
competitions with it? Hunt for
game animals or pesky varmints?
Is it just for casual shooting fun
This Smith & Wesson M&P 9mm comes with three different-sized with friends and family? Having a
grip backstrap inserts to adjust fit. Many manufacturers of guns offer good idea of your purpose for the
polymer-framed models with something similar to this example.
ﬁrearm can affect what type will
comfort for the user. Truly, one ammunition supplies. Ergonomics be a good ﬁt.
A ﬁrearm for daily carry is
size never ﬁts all. The same is true comes in with the size, shapes and
for the tool we call the handgun. placements of these components not only going to have to ﬁt
It’s been said that handguns, on the whole of the gun. Needless your hand, it will need to be
and indeed all small arms, to say, there are a lot of variations comfortably concealable on your
were designed by men for men. in these details. It is incumbent person. While I recommend the
Fortunately, men come in all upon the consumer, however, largest gun you can get away
sizes and shapes, too. This has to know how to best choose the with for this purpose, some of
encouraged manufacturers of arrangement that is
guns to study ergonomics in order optimal for her or
to better ﬁt guns to humans. him.
As manufacturing technologies
This may seem
have progressed, the ergonomic like a daunting task
sculpting of the handgun has when you have ﬁnally
followed. The basic necessities made the decision
don’t change much, i.e., there to acquire a ﬁrearm
must be some sort of handle and, with little or no
or grip, a barrel to stabilize the experience with this
projectile, a ﬁring chamber to particular tool, must
enclose the igniting round, a choose the right one
way to feed rounds into the for you. These tools We measured the circumference of this Sig
chamber, a triggering action and are not like hammers Sauer P220 with the hammer decocked to get
some controls like sights, safeties and
screwdrivers the maximum measurement of 7-1/4 in., which
and ways to lock in and release that you can pick up would yield a trigger reach of 3-5/8 in.
May-June 2014
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us are simply not built to stash a
full-sized frame handgun on the
beltline or anywhere else and will
need to look at medium- to smallframed ﬁrearms for this purpose.

can be your home defense gun
and buy a smaller model for daily
carry if and when you decide you
want the protection of a gun with
you at all times. Fortunately, most
manufacturers offer
their most popular
guns in more than
one frame size. Some
terminology to keep
in mind here: fullsized (usually with a
5 in. barrel for semiautos and a 6 in. barrel
in revolvers), midsized (around 3.5- to
4-in. barrel length for
This Kimber Solo measured a 6-in. all), compact (around
circumference for a trigger reach of 3 in. With
3 in. barrel length +
its very short grip, this might be too small for
someone with larger hands to comfortably use. or – with a reduced
grip length), subA full-sized ﬁrearm is easier to compact (between 2.5 and 3-in.
control and hit accurately with, barrel and reduced frame and
so these guns are suited for home grip). Sub-compact has also been
defense, competition shooting and termed micro and the variation
general plinking—basically any in overall size can vary quite a bit
from manufacturer to
manufacturer.
An added note
on the very tiny
guns that seem to
be everywhere these
days—these are not
ideal for beginning
shooters. There is a
trend in the last few
years to shrink and
lighten the weight
of guns while still
The author’s trigger reach measures just offering
them in
a shade over 3-1/2 in. maximum reach for a substantial
calibers
good gun fit for her.
like
.380ACP,
application where you don’t have .38Sp+P, 9x19mm, and even
to worry about carrying it out in .357magnum, .40S&W and
public. In fact, if it’s ﬁnancially .45ACP. While these are very
feasible, consider buying two guns easy to conceal in a pocket or
of the model you ﬁnd that you purse and modern materials and
like best. Use a full-sized one for manufacturing techniques make
training and skill building that them sturdy enough to ﬁre higher
14

caliber ammunition, there are a
few laws of physics to consider
The reduction in size is going to
make holding on to them with
a proper grip while ﬁring more
difﬁcult. Also, the reduction
in mass of the overall platform
is going to make the recoil of
ﬁring full power ammunition
feel substantially increased. Add
to that the sensation of having a
large explosion that close to your
ﬂesh and blood hand and the fun
seems to evaporate from shooting
these little devices often enough
to become safe and effective with
them. The purpose of these bitsy
guns is deep concealment as a
secondary or back-up gun to one’s
primary defensive gun. Please
keep this in mind while shopping
for a ﬁrearm, especially if you are
new to ﬁrearms.
Once you have decided how you
want to use your gun, how do you
determine the best ergonomics
for you? Let’s start with a proper
ﬁring grip.
Pick up the gun you want to try
and make sure you are pointing
it at a safe backstop (something
that would contain the highest
powered round of ammunition
that gun is capable of ﬁring should
it ﬁre and with nothing or nobody
in the way of that backstop that
might be harmed). Remove the
magazine and lock the slide back
on a semi-auto or open and swing
out the cylinder on a revolver.
Check by sight and by feel that
the chamber(s) is clear of any
ammunition. Check again, just to
be sure. Lower the slide or close
the cylinder. Keeping the gun
pointed in a safe direction, place
the pad at the end of your trigger
ﬁnger on the center of the trigger
face so that the trigger is resting
Women&Guns

Sources
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control of the trigger, wrap the
rest of your hand around the grip
of the gun and take a ﬁrm ﬁring
grip with the remaining ﬁngers
curled tightly around the front
of the grip and the center of the
grip nestled in the web of your
hand. Hook the thumb over the
backstrap of the grip and bend
it down like making a ﬁst. Note
where the backstrap is positioned
in relation to the web between
your thumb and ﬁngers. If it is
Proper trigger finger engagement is shown here on an ASP replica centered in the V of your web,
you have an ideal grip to align the
1911 with the triggerguard cut away for training purposes.
just forward of the crease at the ﬁnger. Keeping your ﬁnger in gun with the bones of your arm.
ﬁrst knuckle from the end of your this ideal position for power and This is a great ﬁt. If the grip ﬁts

May-June 2014
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slightly offset toward the thumb,
this is still workable as long as the
gun’s backstrap is not too close to
the basal joint of the thumb. The
impact of recoil into that thumb
joint can, over time, lead to

ﬁnger. To ﬁnd the distance
from grip to trigger on a gun,
take your handy tape and wrap
it around the grip of the gun,
through the trigger guard and
around the trigger face to get a

Once a proper engagement of the trigger is achieved, a full firing
grip, as on this replica gun, will show where the gun will rest in the
web of the hand.

injury of the joint, most probably
permanent. If the grip is pressing
against the thumb joint, the gun,
in its current conﬁguration, is too
large for your hand. At this point,
you can try a different gun for a
better ﬁt or, if the gun has smaller
grips available for it (such as a
revolver, 1911, or polymer frame
with interchangeable backstraps)
you can consider modifying it and
retrying the ﬁt.
This measurement is called
trigger reach. A good way to
winnow out good ﬁtting versus
ill ﬁtting guns without going
through all of the above procedure
with a store full of guns is to take
measurement of your trigger reach
and have that number in mind
when you start shopping.
To ﬁnd this number, take a
tape measure and measure the
distance from the bottom of the
V of the web of your dominant
hand to the crease at the base of
the pad at the end of your trigger
16

circumference, then divide the
number in half to get the reach.
If the gun you are measuring
is one with a decocking/safety

reach are the ones to try on. As
the measurement of your hand’s
reach would indicate a maximum
length, those with measurements
more than your hand will
probably be too large without
some modiﬁcation. Guns with
measurements much smaller
than your hand could present
problems with your ﬁngers and
thumb getting in the way of the
gun’s operation.
Now that you’ve got some
choices as far as trigger reach,
what next? Check the access to
the controls of the gun. These
would be the safety or decocker/
safety if there is one, the magazine
or cylinder release and, in the
case of a semi-auto, the slide
catch/release. Can you actuate
all of these controls with your
ﬁring hand while maintaining a
controlling grip on the gun? How
would the gun work for you with
your non-dominant hand running

This Kimber Eclipse 1911 has been modified to achieve an ideal fit for
the author, lining up the barrel with the bones of her arm.

mechanism (such as many Sig
Sauer and Beretta models)
measure with the hammer of the
gun in the decocked position to
get the longest reach you will
deal with on this gun. Those
guns with numbers close to your
reach and smaller than your

the controls? If the gun is going to
be a defensive tool, it is best if you
can train to operate it with either
hand in case of injury of or lack
of access to your dominant hand
for any reason. You will ﬁnd that
some control placements are going
to be easier to learn to operate
Women&Guns

smoothly and efﬁciently than
others for you. If you ﬁnd that one
or more of the controls is going to
be problematic, choose a different
gun that is easier to manipulate.
All trainers I know require that
you be able to use all of your gun’s
controls at some point during
training and it’s just good sense to
be able to use everything your gun
comes with.

Spl. is about all they can tolerate.
For others, the largest handgun
calibers like .44 Mag, .454 Casull
or .50S&W don’t bother them
in the least. I’ve found that, with
good grip on and support behind
the gun, these intimidating
calibers are manageable but not
necessarily something I’d want
to run through too many rounds
with. Keep in mind that large
specialty caliber ammo is also
more expensive. These handguns
are often used in hunting and, if
you have one for that, they can be
effective for defense in the home
but are usually large and not very
concealable for daily carry.
Bottom line here, moderation
is probably going to serve you.
Try a few calibers if you can get
to a range that rents guns or have
friends with lots of different guns
that they’d be willing to let you
try (do bring your own ammo
if you can). You’ll discover the
Proper trigger engagement on this Sig Sauer P220 in double-action range that ﬁts you for comfort.
mode (hammer decocked) aligns off center in the author’s hand
From those, you can choose a
making for a less than optimal fit.
caliber that will be tolerable
You’ve found a gun that ﬁts about guns, the .22 caliber is for the training you’ll need to
your hand, what about choosing great. The ammo is relatively gain and maintain your skills
a caliber? Calibers are numbers inexpensive (when you can ﬁnd it and still accomplish whatever
like .38 Spl., .22LR, .40S&W these days) and many models of defensive or other needs you
or 9mm to name but a few. defensive ﬁrearms have a .22 cal want to fulﬁll.
In the USA, most refer to the variant that can be an excellent
There is no perfect gun, no
diameter of the bullets the gun is choice for training.
matter what anyone says. That’s
chambered to ﬁre in fractions of
My recommendation for a why there are so many choices.
an inch. 9mm, obviously, is metric caliber used for defensive purposes Anyone that wants to invest some
measurement of bullet diameter. would be anything .38 Spl. or time into research and trial and
So what you would call a .38 Spl. .380 ACP or larger. These larger, error can ﬁnd a gun that works for
is designed to ﬁre a projectile of heavier projectiles dump more them for the purpose they select.
38/100 if of an inch in diameter. energy into the target and would That’s also why most shooting
Actual measurements are slightly be more likely to stop a threat to enthusiasts have a safe full of guns
different as, over history, standards life and limb with fewer rounds, in an array of calibers. After all,
have changed but names haven’t. which is a good thing.
you don’t own just one pair of
That subject is the topic for more
How big is too big? This will shoes, even though one or two
esoteric discussion by someone vary according to how well the pairs end up being favorites, do
more qualiﬁed than this writer. shooter tolerates recoil. For some you?
In general, the thing to remember shooters, the recoil of the .38
W&G
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is that the higher the number,
the larger the projectile. There is
endless debate over which caliber
is the best, but so many are offered
for a reason. That is, what do you
want the gun to do? We’re back to
mission again.
If you want a gun that is easy
and fun to shoot for everyone in
the family and would be ideal for
starting the children out learning
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Savage Lady Hunter:
The Story of a Gun
Technical photo of the Lady Hunter showing the forward slanted
butt. Photo courtesy of Savage Arms.

By Carolee Anita Boyles,
Contributing Editor
Two years ago, when the
engineers at Savage Arms
(savagearms.com)
wanted
to create a new hunting riﬂe
speciﬁcally for women, they
started from scratch. Instead of
cutting down an existing model,
they assembled a small team of
experienced female shooters and
let them design the gun. The
result—the Lady Hunter—is
gaining in popularity as women
discover this riﬂe made especially
for them.
Bill Dermody, director of
marketing at Savage Arms, said
Savage has done a lot of “niche”
ﬁrearms in the past, and the Lady
Hunter continues that tradition.
“We do coyote riﬂes and bear
hunting riﬂes and varmint riﬂes,”
he said. “We’re accustomed to
carving out small niches rather
than trying to go head to head
with some of the bigger players
in the ﬁrearms market on general
purpose guns.”
The Lady Hunter takes a
unique approach to the challenge
of ﬁtting a gun to a woman’s form.
“A number of companies have
18

shortened the length of pull in a
gun and called it a women’s gun,”
Dermody said. “Rather than
having a bunch of dudes sitting
around an ofﬁce deciding what a
woman’s riﬂe ought to be, we got
ideas from women.”
The gun started with Savage’s
tried and true action and an

think it’s the most accurate
centerﬁre action out there.
Instead of having a solid onepiece bolt it has a ﬂoating bolt
head. That allows the bolt to
ﬁnd its way in without having to
be hand lapped by a gunsmith.”
Starting from that action,
engineers surveyed their team of

Sighting in targets show how accurate the Lady Hunter really is.
Photo courtesy of Diana Rupp.

AccuTrigger.
women shooters and asked them
“Most of our centerﬁre riﬂes what they wanted in the ﬁt of a
are built with the Savage 110 gun.
action,” Dermody said. “We
Diana Rupp, editor in chief at
Women&Guns

Sports Aﬁeld magazine, was one of
the women on the design team.
She said when she received the
ﬁrst version of the stock she didn’t
like it.
“At that point, all they had done
was shorten the stock,” she said.
“That’s the same thing everyone
else has done. The butt stock
wasn’t hitting me in the shoulder
pocket when I held the gun up. I
wrote Bill (Dermody) a long note
about what I thought the issue
was, which is that women tend to
have longer necks proportionally
than men, which I think is also
why we tend to like the higher
comb stocks. I told them they
needed to go back to the drawing
board on the stock, and they did.”
Based on the comments of Rupp
and the other women, Savage
redesigned the prototype stock
and sent it back out to the women
for testing.
“When they sent me the second
version, I thought they had done
well with it,” Rupp said. After
several rounds of this, the stock
that emerged became the Lady
Hunter.
“Just like building a gun for a
youth or a man, you’re trying to
hit the middle on dimensions,”
Dermody said. “What we found
is that that ‘middle’ is in a
different place for women than it
is for men. Yes, we did want the
stock a little shorter, but we also
changed the stock so it has a true
shorter length of pull. The pistol
grip ﬁts closer in to the trigger
guard so it has a shorter reach.
And the pistol grip area has a
smaller, thinner grip.”
The butt, instead of being
straight up and down, is cut at a
forward angle.
“It’s not just women’s breasts
May-June 2014

Savage started with the action from one of their classic rifles (shown)
as the basis for the Lady Hunter. Then they created a completely
new stock with “women’s geometry” to round out the gun. Photo
courtesy of Savage Arms.

that make their chest shaped
differently,” Dermody said. “It’s
also bone. A straight cut didn’t ﬁt
as well on the women we worked
with as the angled cut did.”
The forend also was redesigned.
“We took an existing design
and slimmed down the forend,”
Dermody said. “The women said
that felt better in their hands.”
Next was the comb.
“We had a raised comb on the

stock, but we put a slant on it,”
Dermody said. That slant lets
the shooter get a more consistent
and accurate anchor point relative
to the scope, making for more
accurate shooting. Dermody likes
the slanted comb so much, he
said, that he’d like to see Savage
incorporate it into other ﬁrearms

Lady Savage Riﬂe
Continued on Page 40
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.22 Training Guns:
Marksmanship Training, Yes.
Tactical Training, Maybe.

This student is practicing with a .22 and laser light.

By Bob Campbell,
Contributing Editor
In these days of ammunition
shortages many of us are turning
to the .22 for both training
and recreation. That’s ﬁne for
recreational use as there is no
round more fun, more accurate
or less expensive than the .22.
However, I am not certain I am
ready to jump on the bandwagon
for .22 training in the place of
centerﬁre handgun training.
Unless you follow speciﬁc rules
and keep your mindset focused
.22 caliber training will never be
beneﬁcial. In some cases rimﬁre
training could be of little more
value than dry ﬁre practice. .22
20

training has a long and reputable
history dating back to shooting
galleries located in cities to
modern .22 caliber conversion
units for the 1911, Beretta, CZ and
other pistols. There are excellent
revolvers chambered in .22 caliber
including the Smith & Wesson
Kit Gun, a reliable and accurate
handgun well suited to training,
hunting and recreation.
There are two avenues to pursue
in rimﬁre training. One is to obtain
a quality handgun that performs
well, is accurate, and affordable.
The popular types include the
Ruger Standard Model and the
Browning Buckmark. Either will
give good service. I have used each
in my training company for years

and can detect little difference in
the performance of each, although
the Buckmark seems to have an
edge in reliability with diverse
types of ammunition. The second
course is to purchase a handgun
that mimics the size and feel of
the service pistol. The Smith &
Wesson M&P .22 is one example
and the Colt Government Model
.22 another.
While the second type of
handguns are usually ﬁne for
general use, the main idea behind
choosing one of these is to obtain
a handgun suitable for practice
that mimics the trigger action,
sights and control of the service
pistol. This can be a good idea.
A problem is reliability in these
Women&Guns

types. While some are better
than others the general level of
reliability isn’t as high as with the
Ruger Standard Model, although
there are exceptions. The
manufacturers sometimes state
that the pistol will run ﬁne with
only one type of ammunition. As
an example the notoriously ﬁnicky
SIG Mosquito runs well only with
CCI Mini Mag. While this is OK
as far as it goes in practice, we need
a handgun that will perform with
what we are able to ﬁnd on the
shelf. The Ruger Standard Model
is a baseline. The .22/45 version of
the Ruger isn’t terribly expensive
but runs with any reputable brand
of high speed .22 ammunition. We
really need not settle for less. The
best running .22 caliber 1911 so
far seems to be the GSG variant,
with zero malfunctions during

Priscilla Santiago is making hits with the Walther P22.

to be cleaned and lubricated often.
Just the same they need to run
with the .22 High Velocity we

we are able to concentrate upon
sight picture, sight alignment and
trigger press. The .22 should be
the ﬁrst gun we ﬁre. The shooter is
able to learn to use a handgun well
without going to the expense of
purchasing centerﬁre ammunition
and without being intimidated by
the jolt of a centerﬁre cartridge.
A doppelganger of the centerﬁre
pistol is just ﬁne for learning
marksmanship. The commonality
of the trigger action and sights
are beneﬁcial. But do not be
deceived into thinking this is
combat training--it is not by a
long shot. The absence of recoil
that we spoke of is detrimental to
combat training. You must learn
to control recoil and to tolerate
muzzle blast. The .22 does not
Be certain to learn the basic field strip for your .22. They need a bit help in that regard.
If you are seeking to learn to
more cleaning and maintenance than a centerfire handgun.
control the ﬁrearm’s recoil and
to learn how to control the pistol
training classes. The Walther ﬁnd on the shelves.
The primary advantage of the and make rapid follow up shots
P22 is a great trainer as well. The
ISSC 22 has been problematic. .22 is in marksmanship training. the .22 does little to nothing to
All need more maintenance than The .22 eliminates recoil and help in this regard. The only way
a centerﬁre handgun. They need muzzle blast to such an extent you could make .22 shooting
May-June 2014
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targets at known and
unknown distances
may be learned with
the .22. But there are
other more advanced
disciplines
that
simply are pointless
to practice with the
.22 as a substitute for
the centerﬁre pistol.
These drills include
recoil control drills,
ﬁring at multiple
targets and failure
One hand drills are easily practiced with the to stop drills. You
.22, but do not neglect working up to the can quickly stitch a
centerfire!
target with the .22
beneﬁcial for these disciplines is to
and be pleased with
make certain that you do not ﬁre yourself, but when switching to
a string faster with the .22 than the 9mm you will not be prepared
you would with the centerﬁre, for a defensive situation unless you
and that isn’t the easiest thing to have practiced with the heavier
do. Maintain the same cadence of recoiling 9mm.
ﬁre as with the centerﬁre and you
Another consideration is that
there are no .22
versions of many of
the popular pistols we
use for defense. The
Taurus Millennium,
the Kahr K9, the
Glock 26 and others
are
centerﬁre-only
propositions.
And let’s face it-Does .22 training translate? This student if we are intending
started out with the .22 and can handle the to save money, some
.45 auto well.
of the combinations
will be on to something. Unless, can be terribly expensive. As an
of course, you rely upon the .22 example, if you deploy a Ruger
for personal defense. You could SP101 .357 Magnum revolver you
do worse, and in this case, ﬁre as are well armed. A .22 caliber Ruger
quickly and accurately as you are SP101—if you are lucky enough
able in practice.
to ﬁnd one—is just as expensive.
The .22 is beneﬁcial to the Perhaps the ﬁve hundred dollars
shooter when learning basic for the .22 would be better spent
marksmanship. Drawing from on a case of Black Hills .38 Special
the holster and getting onto the remanufactured
ammunition!
target quickly may be practiced I see the .22 as a great training
with the .22. Firing at small aid, but not for serious tactical
22

training. Rather the .22 caliber
handgun should be used for basic
marksmanship instruction and for
practicing the trigger press, sight
alignment and sight picture. I
do not think it is a necessity that
a .22 caliber handgun mimics

The GSG 1911 22 is a standout
with good performance. Note
Zippsgrips.com custom stocks.

the centerﬁre pistol although
it can be beneﬁcial. .22s are
great recreational handguns and
anything that gets us shooting is
a good thing. But do not deceive
yourself into believing that the .22
pistol is a substitute for rigorous
training with the centerﬁre

This GSG 1911 has been
upgraded with Zipps grips and
a CW Accessories compensator.

pistol. It is too easy to build false
conﬁdence when using a .22
that is fast on target and easily
controllable.
None of the above is intended to
belittle the .22, but simply to put
the rimﬁre in its proper perspective.
There are a number of excellent
Women&Guns

This line up includes, front to back, the Browning Buckmark .22, a Ruger .22/45 and a Colt Official
Police .22.

handguns in .22 rimﬁre that offer
real utility in training. One of the
best choices is a good Ruger, Smith
& Wesson or Taurus double-action
revolver. With the same cylinder
release and a trigger action similar
to the centerﬁre versions from the
same companies, these handguns
offer good marksmanship training.
Many are accurate enough for small
game hunting. The disciplines are
far different from tactical training
and hunting squirrel with the .22
translates well to hunting predators
and even deer-sized game with the
.357 Magnum. The trigger action
of the .22 can never be as light as
the centerﬁre because the rimﬁre
construction demands a greater
impact for reliable ignition. In that
regard training for accurate doubleaction ﬁre can be beneﬁcial, but
recoil control cannot be practiced.
When it comes to the .22 caliber self
loaders the Ruger Standard Model
and the Browning Buckmark in
their variations are reliable and
accurate. They are good trainers.
Like all .22 caliber handguns they
will malfunction more often than
a centerﬁre but the problem is
primarily ammunition related. .22
caliber ammunition simply isn’t
May-June 2014

as rugged or reliable as centerﬁre
ammunition.
Among the best .22 caliber
self loaders for all around use is
the GSG 1911-22. I have ﬁred
this handgun extensively and

used it in training for several
months. Modeled after my
personal carry gun, the 1911, the
GSG version features the same
controls and trigger action. The
pistol is affordable and supplied
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These students are training in a basic class with the .22 self-loader.

with a surprisingly complete kit
including two extra sight blades.
The pistol features adjustable
sights. This handgun is accurate
enough to invite credible practice.
In fact it is accurate enough for
small game hunting, something

the pistol extensively with CCI,
Fiocchi, Winchester and Wolf
ammunition
with
excellent

Among these is the CW
Accessories (cwaccessories.com)
15-round magazine conversion.
This is not a complete magazine
but a conversion for existing
magazines. By adding a CW
follower, spring and base pad to
the existing magazine you have a
reliable 15-round magazine. CW
also offers muzzle brakes and
premium springs as well as a must
have magazine loading device that
is a great help. While I do not
recommend any .22 for personal
defense, the GSG 1911-22 has
ﬁred well over 1,000 rounds as
of this writing without a single
malfunction, many of these rounds
in the CW Accessories converted
magazines and primarily with
Wolf Performance Ammunition.
The pistol is completely reliable

The Taurus Tracker .22 is a great trainer. It is also accurate enough
for small game hunting.

This is the bane of the .22 and
rimfire priming. A few misfires
now and then in practice
sessions are not a heartache, but
in a personal defense situation
would be deadly.

that isn’t always true of .22s
designed for tactical training.
The GSG 1911-22 is a great all
around plinking, target practice,
small game and training handgun
yet it is affordable. I have ﬁred
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reliability. The GSG pistol uses
magazines that resemble the early
Colt .22 conversion. They are very
well made, a contrast to many of
the cheaply made modern .22
caliber magazines, and this is one
reason they are so reliable. They
are also more expensive than some
but this is a tradeoff.
The GSG guns are popular and
reliable and a cottage market has
sprung up to supply aftermarket
accessories for these handguns.

in its own right, and fast into
action and accurate. However,
there have been four failures to
ﬁre with .22 ammunition, all with
a deep indent in the case rim.
By the nature of inside priming
rimﬁre ammunition simply isn’t
as reliable as the centerﬁre. The
pistol has been popular with the
family. Recently I ﬁtted a set of
high grade presentation grips
from Zippsgrips.com. The pistol
isn’t going anywhere.
Women&Guns

Basic gunhandling is learned just as well with a .22 as any other
handgun.

The conversion of a centerﬁre to
a rimﬁre isn’t that difﬁcult, usually
involving an upper unit or bolt and
springs. Among the ﬁnest–as in ﬁrst
class—conversions is the Tactical
Solutions 2211. I am sometimes leery
of recommending .22 conversions
as I feel it is better to have two guns
than one. As an example a Kimber

is a good conversion for the AR 15
within its limitations. You will not
learn recoil management and you
will not learn wind drift--but you
will have fun. My daughter has
particularly enjoyed the CMMG
conversion of the AR 15 riﬂe. This
conversion is neat, compact and
reliable. Poor magazines are the
bane of any such conversion. I have
used the Black Dog magazines
exclusively with good results. This
conversion is about as accurate as
the riﬂe it plugs into, runs clean,
and is available from Brownells.
.22s are an excellent option for
marksmanship training and the
ﬁnest recreational caliber we have.
But never confuse recreational
shooting with tactical shooting,
just as one should never confuse
information with education. Keep

are two guns and a
gun with two upper
units is still a single
ﬁrearm.
However
the 2211 conversion
is among the most
accurate, well made
and generally excellent
conversions
ever
manufactured. This
is not an inexpensive
alloy conversion but
rather one crafted
from precision steel
and famously accurate.
A good factory
conversion
comes
from CZ USA. The
CZ 75 is a good pistol
and the .22 conversion This Bushmaster .223 rifle is often used with
makes
sense. the CMMG .22 conversion. Coupled with the
affordable Winchester M 22 load, purpose designed for
This student passed the NRA Ceiner’s
basic course with the Taurus conversions for the reliable function in a self-loader, this is good kit.
Tracker .22.
1911, Beretta and
the .22 in perspective and it will
1911 .45 and a GSG 1911 might High Power are good choices, a serve you well.
be better than a Kimber with a good buy and often quite accurate.
Kimber .22 conversion. Two guns
When it comes to riﬂes, the .22
W&G
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Shooters World:
Making Women A Priority
By Carolee Anita Boyles,
Contributing Editor

It’s all open, well lit, and inviting.
And although it’s only been open
a little more than a year, Shooters
World already has earned Five Star
status from the National Shooting

“That was one of our main
concerns as we laid the store out
and designed it,” he said. “We
Many gun shops cater to
wanted to get away from the
women. Only a few make women
stigma that a gun shop is a ‘man’s
a priority. Shooters World—which
place.’”
opened in Tampa, Florida, a little
The separation of general
more than a year ago—is one of
shooting and hunting from
the latter.
tactical was deliberate, Kitzis said.
Walk through the front door
“It never fails that you have a
of Shooters World and you ﬁnd
husband who’s brought his wife
yourself in an airy entryway with a
shooting for the ﬁrst time, and in
concierge desk, where an employee
walks someone hardcore in full
greets you with a cheerful smile.
camo looking for an AR,” he said.
The interior of the store looks like
That isn’t to say that women don’t
a boutique in a mall, with general
shoot ARs, but separating the
shooting and hunting on the left Eye and ear protection just for two areas lets women who may
women and girls.
and tactical on the right. Shotguns
be a little nervous about the “gun
are in a separate room with lots Sports Foundation.
thing” have a relaxed introduction
of wood and soft lighting that
According to general manager to ﬁrearms.
speaks to the romance of classic Bruce Kitzis, planning for women
Walk up to a counter in Shooters
ﬁrearms. Down a long, wide hall and families began before Shooters World and you’re just as likely to
you can see the shooting range. World even broke ground.
be helped by a woman as by a
26
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Hogue grips for women.

riﬂes and shotguns, so we carry a
lot of them,” Kitzis said. “We also
have a lot of ﬁrearms dipped in
Dirty Girl camo.” Shooters World

offers custom Cerakote services
for ﬁrearms; recently they custom
coated a handgun in pink argyle
to match a female customer’s
favorite socks.
If bling is your thing, Shooters
World has it. They offer women’s
ear muff and shooting glass sets
customized with ﬂatback crystals
in a variety of patterns and colors.
“Color is not the only difference
between men’s and women’s
hearing protection,” Kitzis said.
“It’s also about size and ﬁt. The
ones we stock for women are made
for women.”
When it comes to classes for
women, Shooters World goes
all out. Their week opens with
women shooting for free on

man.
“Almost ﬁfty percent of our
employees are women because
they give such good customer
service,” Kitzis said. “We want
women and families to have an
experience when they come in
that’s similar to what they would
get at a Nordstrom’s or any other
high-end store. Everything we do
is based on what we can do for the
customer.”
Almost every department in the
store has at least a small section for
women. Whether you’re looking
for grips, ear muffs, shooting
glasses, or shooting vests, Shooters
World has something speciﬁcally
for female customers.
“We make sure we stock all the
current ﬁrearms that are female
oriented,” Kitzis said. “We also
stock a complete line of concealed
carry purses and women’s shooting
apparel. There’s really nothing we
can’t outﬁt for a woman.”
The store also has a full line of
ﬁrearms for women, including
Savage’s Lady Hunter (see story
on Page 18).
“We’ve found that a lot of
women also like the youth sizes of Display of women’s products at Shooters World.
May-June 2014
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Gear bags for women.

When Kitzis and the owners of
Shooters World started looking
at the range area, they thought
about how women react to a range
situation.
“It’s almost an unwritten rule
that the distance from the back
wall to the shooting line is ten
feet,” Kitzis said. “When I would
take my wife to the range when
she was just learning to shoot, she
would go onto the range and hug
that back wall to go to her stall
because brass was ﬂying.”
In contrast, the shooting line
at Shooters World is 20 feet from

a place for shooters to put up their
feet and sit a spell. In one of those
areas, Shooters World provides
complementary coffee and sodas
for customers.
“What we’ve seen is that women
started by coming in with their
husbands or their boyfriends,”
Kitzis said. “Then they started
coming
in
without
their
boyfriends. Then they started
coming in in small groups. Now
we have groups of women who
come in every Monday and meet
here and shoot together.”
Shooters World has more than

Monday.
“We offer NRA’s First Steps
program,” Kitzis said. “Then we
do Refuse to be a Victim, and
concealed weapons classes just for
women. We have Introduction
to Handguns and Intermediate
Handguns,
Introduction
to
Shotguns, Defense in the Home
and Defense Outside the Home.
We also do a family course that
our women customers love. For
that course we bring in Mom and
Dad, or just Mom and kids, and
they have a course on safety with
ﬁrearms in the home.”
Concealed carry handbag display at Shooters World.

Browning shooting vests for
women.
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the back wall, allowing room for
customers to walk behind active
shooters without so much chance
of getting hit by ﬂying brass, and
without so much concussion from
guns being ﬁred on the line.
The ﬂooring, also, is designed
to create a hospitable environment
for shooters.
“We used pads like they use for
weightlifters who drop those big
barbells,” Kitzis said. “It’s hard
rubber that’s comfortable on the
feet.” Outside the range proper,
two different lounge areas provide

40 different paper targets you can
shoot, but that’s not all you can do
on the range.
“We have interactive steel targets,
which is really fun,” Kitzis said.
“We have knockdown targets and
moving targets. We can do just
about any target you can think of.
It’s a lot more fun than just shooting
paper.” Range safety ofﬁcers are
present at all times to help customers
who need assistance.

Shooters World
Continued on Page 41
Women&Guns
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Umarex Browning HP Airgun

Umarex Browning HP, an affordable (and fun) “copy” of the Browning
HP Mark III.

By J. B. Wood
Well, Umarex has ﬁnally done it!
They’ve made a nice airgun version
of one of my favorite pistols, the
Browning HP. Even better, they’ve
made it to use .177 BBs, rather
than pellets, so you can shoot all
day for just pennies. Made under
license from Browning, it is an
exact reproduction of the current
Mark III Hi-Power, in almost
every detail.
That “almost” above is reference
to two exceptions: It is a little
lighter weight, and the trigger
system is selective DA/SA. It has
30

the same ambidextrous manual safe, down to ﬁre. The slide latch,
safety as the “real” one, and it ejector, and ejection port are
works the same way—up for on- cosmetic only, and nicely done.
The push-button magazine
catch is in the usual location,
and what you take out is a unit
that contains both the magazine
and the CO2 tank. This makes
installing or removing the tank
easy, via a thumb-screw at the
bottom. Loading the magazine is
also easy. Just pull down the tab,
lock it, and put the BBs in--up to
18 of them.
The original cartridge pistol
weighs
in at around 32 ounces,
The hammer can be cocked for
single-action firing.
and the airgun version is just
Women&Guns

worse!
There are a couple of great
things about trying out a new
airgun: I don’t have to make the
ﬁve-mile round-trip to the Big
Tree range, I just set up a target
in the backyard. And, I don’t have
to wear earmuffs. The ammo and
the power units used were topgrades: Match-type BBs by RWS
of Germany, and CO2 tanks
by Walther. Both of these are
available from Umarex or their
stocking dealers.
At a distance of about 20 feet,
and using a two-hand hold,
groups were well-centered on the
Champion VisiColor targets. The
A 2-inch test target.

about half that, at 15.5 ounces.
Even so, it sits well in the hand.
The other numbers are very close
to the original. Length is 8 inches,
and barrel length 4.5 inches. The
good square-picture sights are
non-adjustable. (Well, come on,
it’s a smoothbore airgun!)
The external construction is
entirely polymer. Inside, where

The BB magazine is at the front
of the unit.

it matters, there’s steel and alloy.
The feeding and air-release
systems are integral with the top
of the magazine unit. So, with
the magazine out, it can’t be ﬁred.
In effect, a magazine-disconnect
safety, that delight of the legal
May-June 2014

weasels. To add to the preceeding
numbers, the velocity ﬁgure, with
a fresh CO2 unit, is 410 footseconds.

Top-line accessories: Walther
power, RWS BBs.

two smallest measured exactly two
inches. I quickly found out that
the pistol preferred a six-o’clock
The power unit installs in the sight picture at that distance. On
magazine.
single-action, the trigger does not
retract, so you have to take up the
With that in mind, you should
slack, but the let-off is clean.
heed the warnings in the well
In 9mm or .40 S&W, the
written little instruction manual.
Browning HP Mark III sells
Always wear shooting glasses--a
for around a thousand dollars.
BB can hit the edge of the target
Suggested retail for the Umarex
frame and bounce back. Some of
airgun version is only $52. And, I
the other warnings are equally
can shoot it in my backyard! The
important. This is not a toy.
contact data: Umarex USA, 1700
Keep it way from unsupervised
Chad Colley Blvd., Dept. WG,
children. And ﬁnally, be careful
Fort Smith, AR 72916. Phone:
about any public display. It looks
479-646-4210. The website is
exactly like a real Mark III HiUmarexUSA.com.
Power. You could be arrested. Or
W&G
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egallypeaking
or the other. The United States
entered the war in 1917 on the
side of France and Britain.
World War I saw many ﬁrsts:
the ﬁrst wide-scale use of airplanes
and trucks in war; the ﬁrst tanks;
and the ﬁrst use of poisonous gas.
Because tactics had not kept pace
with technology, senior European
commanders still ordered soldiers
to charge across open ﬁelds even
though machine guns made such
charges suicidal. There were over
9 million casualties worldwide in
the First World War. In Europe,
the war destroyed almost an entire
Peace in Our Time
generation.
World War I also saw the
By Karen L. MacNutt,
ﬁrst wide scale use of women in
Contributing Editor
support of the American armed
forces. Over 20,000 nurses were
This June will mark the 100th recruited to support the war effort.
anniversary of the beginning of Most served as civilian workers.
World War I which started in The nurses, combined with the
Europe in 1914 and ended on military taking a deeper interest
November 11, 1918. The war in the health of its soldiers, helped
grew out of power struggles in make World War I the ﬁrst major
the Balkans and attempts by war in U.S. history in which the
various European countries to number of deaths by enemy action
expand their inﬂuence through outnumbered those by disease.
military strength. On one side
Women took over clerical jobs
was Germany, the Austrian- held by male servicemen thereby
Hungarian Empire, and the releasing the men to ﬁght in the
Ottoman Empire. The Austrian- trenches. Because most of the
Hungarian Empire controlled women were considered civilian
most of central Europe and the employees, they were not entitled
Ottoman Empire controlled what to veteran’s beneﬁts even though
is today Turkey and much of the they were, in some cases, exposed
Middle East. On the other side to combat related injuries. The
was France and Britain with their Marine Corps and Navy, however,
extended global colonial empires, gave women military status. The
Italy and Russia. As the war navy alone recruited over 11,000
dragged on, other nations of the women. Those women became
world joined the war on one side the ﬁrst large body of American
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women to achieve governmentrecognized veteran status. By the
end of the war, more than 35,000
American women had served.
More than 400 had died.
The fact that so many women
went to war helped assure the
passage of the 19th Amendment
in 1920. The 19th Amendment
gave women the full rights of
citizenship, including the right to
vote.
All of our World War I veterans
have now passed on. Most
believed they had fought a noble
ﬁght. They believed, as they had
been told, that they were ﬁghting
the “war to end all wars.”
There was no “victor” in World
War I. Germany did not surrender.
It signed an armistice which took
effect on November 11, 1918
at 11:00 AM. Even though the
armistice was signed, the ﬁghting
continued until the 11th hour on
November 11th when the guns
abruptly stopped ﬁring. Many
nations still celebrate November
11th as Armistice Day. In the
United States, November 11th is
celebrated as Veterans Day.
With the end of the ﬁghting,
the diplomats and politicians sat
down to create a peace treaty.
The French wanted to get even
with Germany and her allies. The
British wanted them to pay for the
cost of the War.
Woodrow Wilson, the American
President, wanted to reform the
world along idealistic lines. He
worked to create the League of
Nations, a predecessor to the
United Nations. He supported
Women&Guns

the break-up of the AustrianHungarian and Ottoman empires
to create new states out of their
territories. “Self-determination”
by ethnic minorities was the watch
word. All over central Europe and
the Middle East, boundaries were
re-drawn. Austria and Hungry
became separate nations. Poland,
Czechoslovakia, Iraq, Lebanon,
and Syria were some of the other
new states created.
In the spirit of peace, and
believing there would be no more
wars, England, the United States
and Japan entered into a treaty
to limit battleships, the most
powerful military weapon at the
time. The American army was cut
back to a size thought to be just
enough to protect the continental
United States.
Some people believed that if
everyone gave up their weapons,
the world would be a better and
safer place. The problem was,
although those who believed in
disarmament could do away with
their weapons, there was no way
to guarantee that others would do
the same.
The “Peace Dividend” of
World War I was followed by the
worldwide Great Depression.
In Europe, Mussolini was
elected by the Italians to solve
their national economic ills while
Germany elected Hitler. Both men
would bring their countries out of
the Depression but would make
themselves dictators. Promising to
restore the past glory of Germany,
Hitler began rebuilding the
German armed forces.
In 1938, claiming that he had to
protect ethnic Germans living in
that part of Czechoslovakia known
as the Sudetenland, Hitler’s army
marched into Czechoslovakia
May-June 2014

with the intent of annexing the
Sudetenland. Europe was appalled
but did little, given a lack of will,
a lack of military preparedness,
and the strength of Hitler’s army.
Neville Chamberlain, the British
Prime Minister, met Hitler
in Munich to discuss Hitler’s
actions. Returning to London
with an agreement which allowed
Hitler to keep what he had taken,
Chamberlain proclaimed to the
press that he had achieved, “Peace
in our times.”
In 1939, Hitler invaded Poland
triggering World War II in
Europe.
Any resemblance to current
events and the events just
described in which a nation with
a once powerful military with
global ambitions, fell on hard
times, rearmed itself while the rest
of the world disarmed, and then
began invading neighbors on the
excuse it had to protect persons
of its ethnic nationality in those
other nations—any resemblance
between those events and current
world events is-—disquieting.
For thousands of years
philosophers have speculated as to
why some people do evil things.
Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes
believed that some people will
always do what is good; some
will always do what is bad; while
others will only be good out of fear
of being punished for being bad.
Plato made similar observations
over two thousand years ago.
There is much to support their
theory. Some people rush to a
disaster to help while others go to
loot and steal. Law alone, without
the power needed to enforce the
law, is incapable of maintaining
peace or order. When the civil
authorities are overwhelmed, such

as when there has been a natural
disaster, the looters take over.
When the police fail to work with
the community to uphold the law,
gangs control the streets. When
schools fail to instill discipline in
the student body, bullies rule.
Too much control also leads
to problems. When power is
consolidated in the hands of a few,
there is a greater chance that the
power will be abused because those
holding power are less answerable
to others. That is, the less a person
fears punishment for doing bad
things, the more likely he or she is
to abuse his or her power.
It was that realization which
caused our founding fathers to form
a government of limited power.
Raw power was split between the
states, the federal government,
and the people. Within the federal
system, the power of the presidency,
Congress, and the courts was
divided in a series of checks and
balances intended to prevent any
one person from obtaining too
much power.
As it is with individuals, so it
is with nations. The political left
claimed that with the fall of the
Soviet Union there was going
to be a “peace dividend” and
began downsizing the American
military. As the American army
was drawing down in Europe, Iraq
invaded Kuwait thereby starting
the ﬁrst Gulf War. Kuwait had no
military to speak of, thus giving
its neighbor Iraq, the opportunity
to invade.
The so-called “peace dividend”
also resulted in huge cut backs in
the British and American navies.
The result is the growth of piracy
on the high seas by lawless men
in fast boats with machine guns
and hand held rockets. They are
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willing to kill to get money. They
are pirates because they can get
away with it. They get away with
it because there is insufﬁcient
military power among the
responsible nations to enforce the
laws against piracy or protect the
shipping lanes. Law without force
is incapable of maintaining peace
or security.
Still, there is talk of further
cutting back the American
military to pre-World War II levels.
Congress and the President should
take a closer look at what the world
was like back then. The ﬁrst half
of the 20th century was dominated
by World War I and its aftermath.
They should also take a closer
look at the world today. The
Russian leadership is ambitious.
There are close to three million
active and reserve servicemen in
the Russian military. The Russian
military
is
technologically
advanced. It sits in the heart of
Europe. The Russian leadership
apparently
has
territorial
ambitions directed at the former
members of the Soviet Union and
Warsaw Pact nations.
The North Koreans are
unpredictable. They have the
ability to launch a missile attack
against Japan, South Korea and the
continental United States. Some
claim North Korea has the largest
ground force on earth with over 9
million active and reserve soldiers.
South Korea has about 3.5 million
active and reserve forces.
Total American military forces,
active and reserve, are slightly over
one million, of which about 15% are
women. With our commitments
in Europe and Asia, the number of
troops available to be deployed to a
trouble spot is limited.
Congress and the President are

planning additional deep cuts
in our military forces despite
warnings by those knowledgeable
in military affairs that such cuts
will hurt the military’s ability
to defend the United States. If
the United States is perceived as
being weak, then those who are
“good” only because they fear the
force of others, will be tempted
to aggression. They will not care
what we say about them because
we have insufﬁcient power to
make a difference. The question
might then become, will the world
in the 21st Century go to war to
protect the integrity of Poland
or South Korea or to revenge
the destruction of a Japanese or
American West Coast city?
The same ﬂawed reasoning
that causes the American liberals
to want domestic gun control,
fuels the passion to disarm the
nation’s armed forces. The left
believes that reducing the number
of guns available to good people
in the community will eventually
reduce crime. They believe this
even though gun restriction in
Washington, D.C. and Chicago
led to increases in the crime rate.
The ﬂaw in their reasoning is
that they identify the tool, the
gun, as the cause of crime. Objects
do not cause violence, people do.
Some people, some leaders of
nations, only behave out of fear
of retribution by someone bigger
or with more power. The key to
peace is not being helpless, but in
having a balance of power in which
the chance of being rewarded for
aggressive behavior is too small
to be worth the risk. Perceived
weakness incites violence be it
in our own communities or in
international affairs.
W&G
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WA Lawmakers Square Off
for 26th Legislative Shootout
By Dave Workman,
Contributing Editor
State
lawmakers
often
argue over gun control, but in
Washington State, they’ve added a
new dimension to the debate that
actually involves sight alignment,
trigger squeeze and steady hands.
A few weeks ago, Evergreen
State legislators squared off for the
Legislative Shootout, an event that
dates back more than a quartercentury and was the brainchild
of the late Sen. Kent Pullen, a
Republican who went on to serve
on the King County Council until
his death a few years ago.

Sen. Roach with her AR-15 Colt
author Dave Workman.

But Pullen’s protégé was Pam
Roach, who now serves in the
Senate, and has kept the tradition
alive with the help of various
organizations, including state
sportsmen’s groups, the Littlerock
gun range and the National Riﬂe
Association. She got support
for this event from several
businesses in the state that cater
to outdoorsmen and women, and
armed citizens.
The event brings together
May-June 2014

Republicans and Democrats,
legislative aides and staffers
from various state agencies for
an afternoon of shooting with
all kinds of ﬁrearms, including
many of their own. For example,
Roach brought a Colt AR-15
target-grade riﬂe topped with a
long range scope, stainless 20inch barrel with recessed target
crown, and bipod.
Her colleague, Sen. Tim
Sheldon, a Democrat, brought
a vintage Marlin semi-auto
.22-caliber rimﬁre that he
confessed to keeping in the trunk
of his car. Despite scratches and
dings to the hardwood
stock and fading bluing
on the barrel, the riﬂe
shot rather well.
Sen. Mark Schoesler,
a Republican from
Eastern Washington,
shot skeet with his
Browning
over-andunder, and Sen. Jim
Hargrove, an Olympic
Democrat,
rifle and Peninsula
brought a classic M-1
Garand.
Prior to the shooting events,
Roach hosted a panel that included
representatives from various
conservation organizations and
the National Riﬂe Association.
They explained to reporters the
economic beneﬁts that hunting
and ﬁshing bring to Washington.
Recreational ﬁshing is a multimillion dollar industry, and
hunting and target shooting
beneﬁt the state through the sale
of licenses and tags, and federal

excise tax apportionments for
sportﬁsh and wildlife restoration.
There are well over one million
hunters and anglers in Washington
state, and they contribute to the
economy in a variety of ways
beyond tax and fee revenues.
Hunting and ﬁshing provides
jobs in all kinds of venues, from
sporting goods to grocery and
motel staff, restaurants and fast
food places.
Roach told TGM that these
shoots have always been designed
to acquaint her colleagues with
the legitimate uses of ﬁrearms, for
hunting, recreation, competition
and self-defense. Hargrove struck
on that theme when he noted,
during the press brieﬁng, that in
his rural part of the state, calling
the sheriff’s department to report
an emergency may not bring a
very quick response.
“You’re pretty much on your
own,” he observed, and not just
when dealing with criminals, but
four-legged predators. “Firearms
are tools.”
They are also fun to shoot, as
noted by Seattle Democrat Sen.
Bob Hasegawa, who told one
reporter that he likes to shoot
recreationally, and that the range
day was “a blast.”
While the shootout did not
draw legions of lawmakers—they
were still at work at the capital—it
did attract an enthusiastic bunch.
For Roach, that’s a start, and the
publicity that followed was all
positive.
W&G
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aking a ifference

World Wide Web
email, only to ﬁnd a message that
“Laura wants to be friends.” Laura
was the actual real-life friend with
whom I had ridden to Vermont for
the training. She was staying in
the room directly across the hall
By Genie Jennings,
from mine. However, I conﬁrmed
Contributing Editor
that I wanted to be friends, and
Laura and I exchanged some
Several years ago on the night innocuous chatter on Facebook.
before a 5-day ski training week, Back to email, where I learned that
I received an email from the another real-life friend wanted to
campaign manager for the ﬁrst be friends on Facebook. It was
candidate to whom I devoted rather fun; a little pajama party
my time, energy, and allegiance. somewhere in the ether.
“Check out my Facebook page,”
Regardless of the talks with
it read. I assumed his Facebook my ski buddies, I determined
page concerned the campaign, immediately that Facebook was
and dutifully followed the link. primarily a political asset, most
It was not as simple as particularly a place to promote
“checking it out.” First, I Second Amendment issues. We
was required to register with can connect with people all across
Facebook. Until that moment the country, and all across the
I had eschewed social media. globe.
After I had jumped through
Very early I realized that my
all the hoops and supplied, “friends” needed separation.
reluctantly, all the required Over the years I had come
information, I “checked out” to the understanding that
his page, only to ﬁnd pictures although I might completely
of kids, and anecdotes about the and emphatically agree about
day and his family. Since then I some fundamental issues with
have ﬁgured out that most likely people, we could still be miles
he had not personally emailed apart on other beliefs. There
me, but, rather, it was Facebook are myriad examples of this
raiding his email address book phenomenon, but I continued to
and notifying all his contacts.
ﬁght the reality. To be successful
A bit perplexed at the time, I in enlisting the most allies, I
left Facebook and returned to my learned to restrict discussions
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to those things on which we
agreed, and avoid the issues on
which we did not.
I was a bit slow in putting my
separation rule into effect on
Facebook. I took what I thought
was a sufﬁcient precaution of
warning people I knew in the real
world, that I was quite political
and would be crushed if they
“unfriended” me. This was not
enough. Despite the warnings,
I did lose friends. Some of them
are truly lost, not just no longer
on my social media feed. They
were offended at some of my
views; I found their necessity of
“unfriending” to be completely
anathema to the open-mindedness
I would expect amongst reasonable
adults. (Despite the fact that we
were communicating on a site that
is reminiscent of junior high.)
So far I have been very pleased
with this foray into what is a
part of the “new media.” There
is an opportunity to discuss
events and issues with people
throughout the world. It is
most comfortable to collect
like-minded individuals with
whom to correspond, but it is
also possible to insert my point
of view into discussions among
those who hold the opposite
views. The beauty of this form
of conversation is that there is no
face-to-face aspect. While it is
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possible to have instant chats with
back-and-forth that is immediate,
it is not essential. Just as with
emails, participants do not have
to be involved at the same time.
There is no physical confrontation.
It is important to remember that
the internet is forever. Obviously,
not really. Someday there will be
something different and this form
of information exchange will
be as obsolete as the telegraph,
and probably as impossible to
retrieve as the tapes we once

about being contacted by perfect
strangers…for who knows how
“perfect” they are.
One of the ways people ﬁnd
“friends” is to go to people’s pages
and look through the list of their
friends. I had a request years ago
from Mike Melchor who lives
in the Philippines. We had four
“friends” in common: Larry Pratt
and Alan Gura among them.
Over a long period of time
we corresponded about what
was happening in our countries

They worked together to create
legislation that was ultimately
accepted. The Philippines now
has constitutional protection for
the right to keep and bear arms.
The World Wide Web is, indeed,
worldwide. The inﬂuence we have
can be international. My part? Not
even a catalyst. Happily, someone
chose to ask me a question I could
answer. Mike, Sam and countless
others in the Philippines did the
work. I am so proud of the men
who work to make life good for
women with guns!
W&G
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Beware of Dog
He Eats Everything I Shoot

A Lady With A Gun
Has More Fun
Genie Jennings connected via Facebook with Mike Melchor in the
Phillipines. She connected him with Hawaii State Sen. Sam Slom—
and they drafted a constitutional protection to keep and bear arms
for the Phillipines.

used. However, in a real sense it is
forever enough. Anything shared
can be collected by anyone, friend
or foe.
The polar opposite of losing
friends one knows in real life, is
gaining “friends” in the unreality
of virtual life. People we do not
know decide to read our posts.
To an extent this was exactly
why I chose to use social media:
to get my thoughts concerning
what is happening in the country
and world out to as many people
as possible. However, there is
something slightly disconcerting
May-June 2014

concerning gun rights. Then,
Mike asked me if I could help him
draft a “Second Amendment”
for the Philippine Constitution.
This was outside my area of
competence. But I knew just the
person who would be able to help.
Senator Sam Slom of Hawaii is
not only someone who has worked
diligently to bolster his state’s
right to keep and bear arms, he is
someone who would be cognizant
of the particular mores and
concerns of another island nation.
After talking to the Senator,
I connected the two men.

Crime Control
Not Gun Control
Guns Don’t Kill People
People Kill People
Soft Judges Make
Hard Criminals
Gun Control is
A Steady Hand
Fight Crime
Shoot Back
...and many more!

CITIZENS COMMITTEE for
the RIGHT to KEEP and
BEAR ARMS
12500 NE Tenth Place
Bellevue, WA 98005
(425) 454-4911
FAX (425) 451-3959
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Gift Ideas for Moms, Dads
and Even Grads
By W&G Staff

RBT holster is hinged for The Puritan boasts features
a natural, straight-up draw that include the E² extraction
The month of May has Mother’s without impeding the attached technology; gas regulated three
Day, while June brings Father’s light or laser.
mode piston operation, drop in
Day. Both months also have
The RBT17 model ﬁts the trigger assembly with crisp 4.5
numerous graduations. Here are a Glock 17, 22 and 31 and the pound trigger pull, roller cam
few gift ideas for gunowners that RBT 19 ﬁts the Glock 19, 23, pin assembly, enhanced antimay ﬁt your gift-giving bill, or and 32 for suggested retail tilt buffer tube, and plated one
end up on your own wish list.
Fobus Holster & Pouches
introduced their newest holster
option for handguns with lower
rail or trigger guard mounted
lights or lasers: the RBT Series
Holster.
Constructed
with A new entry P15 called The Puritan is now available.
reinforced polymer, the RBT
holsters are lightweight and of $64.99. The Fobus RBT piece bolt and bolt carrier—
extremely rugged. Retention comes with the Fobus paddle the same parts used in their
is provided by a leather thumb that allows the holster to ride f lagship line.
break and muzzle stud. The high and keep a low proﬁle.
This riﬂe has been built and
As with all Fobus holsters, the designed on the premise of
RBT is maintenance free and the company founder, Frank
DeSomma,
that
everybody
comfortable for everyday wear.
Patriot Ordnance Factory has should be able to own a POFannounced their POF-USA Riﬂe– USA legendary short-stroke
the Puritan Model–an entry level piston weapon system. The
P15 in 5.56 / .223. The Puritan entry-level optics-ready platform
is a combination of their already is built with mil-spec aircraft
popular regulated short-stroke gas grade forged aluminum uppers
piston system and the NEW E² and lowers.
The P15 Puritan is available
extraction technology.
The Puritan rif le is an in 5.56x45mm NATO (.223
evolutionary
update
for Remington) and weighs 6.7
POF-USA in reaction to pounds, empty It has a black
changing landscapes of the anodized ﬁnish, Magpul MOE
economy. Patriot is now able mid-length polymer handguard,
to offer an entry level super Magpul MOE buttstock and a
Fobus Holsters’ new system reliable, quality driven rif le Magpul MOE pistol grip.
Muzzle Device: A2 ﬂash hider.
allows handguns with lasers and at a reasonable price! It’s
lights mounted onto the under loaded with state-of-the-art The Purtain includes a Magpul
barrel rail or trigger guard.
exclusive POF-USA features. PMAG 30-round magazine.
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ammunition for a ton of serious
practice for its “bigger” 5.56mm
/.223 brothers. Even in today’s
.22LR hoarding situation the .22
LR is a real bargain compared to
centerﬁre ammunition.
The military lookalike Chiappa
Mfour carbine is a terriﬁc ultraquality, accurate, serious platform

adjustable iron sight) carry handle
assembly and picatinney ﬂat
top for optics in.22 Long Riﬂe.
Suggested retail is$558.00
A second edition of a book
usually means it was pretty good
to start with. Author Chris Bird’s
second edition of Thank God I
Had a Gun, proves the rule.

LaserLyte’s
Master Module
System is now available for
Diamondback models.

Pricing starts at $1499.99.
LaserLyte®, innovators in
ﬁrearms
laser
technologies,
introduces the latest in the TGL
series for the Diamondback™
pistols featuring the LaserLyte®
Master Module system. The
versatile Master Module ﬁts into
the gun’s housing seamlessly,
matching the gun’s dust cover and
trigger guard with perfect ﬁt. The
LaserLyte® TGL UTA-DB Kit
ﬁts the Diamondback .380 and
9mm models.
Each TGL package comes with
two housings per model and will
ﬁt two guns for the price of just
one laser. Simply use a Philips
head screw driver to remove the
single screw to swap out laser
housings. A laser swap can easily
be made in under a minute. Initial
installation onto the gun will take
less than ﬁve minutes and the laser
does not require removal in order
to change out batteries.
The
LaserLyte®
TGL
Diamondback Kit Laser gets sport
shooters and professionals on the
target faster, increasing accuracy
and overall hits, with a suggested
retail of $104.95
The Chiappa Mfour ﬁres
economically priced .22 rimﬁre
May-June 2014

The military lookalike Chiappa Mfour, from MKS Supply, is tons of
fun and chambered for economical .22 rimfires.

to keep skills up or for transition to
its big brother centerﬁre carbine.
And probably most important,
the Chiappa Mfour is a bunch of
fun!
The Chiappa Mfour comes
with a detachable (dual aperture

The second edition of Thank
Good I Had a Gun is well worth
reading.

Subititled, “true accounts of
self-defense, the second edition
expands on the ﬁrst with additional
stories of civilians defending
themselves with a ﬁrearm against
criminal attack. Men and women,
from a grieving new widow to a
pizza delivery man, detail their
stories in the expanded version of
the book.
The lessons learned from the
actions of ordinary citizens are
valuable to all gunowners. Look
for an expanded review of the
book, 400 pages, paperback, soon.
It’s $19.95 plus $5 shipping from
Privateer Publications or saf.org.
Stack-On® products has teamed
up with Realtree® to create new
ﬁrearm security products with the
Woodland series of ﬁre resistant,
CA DOJ-Approved ﬁrearm safes
The Woodland™ series of ﬁre
resistant safes for ﬁrearm storage
feature fully-lined Realtree® Xtra

Gift Ideas
Continued from Page 41
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Lightweight Mountain Riﬂe,”
Dermody said. “It’s a shorter,
Continued from Page 19
lighter barrel. An overall
lightweight gun just recoils
in the future.
Then, the design team more, so we didn’t want to do
that. Instead, we wanted to get
commented on cosmetics.
“The ﬁrst thing the whole rid of the front-heavy feeling
team said was ‘Please don’t give that many guns have so this gun
us anything with pink on it,’” balances more toward the body
Dermody said. “But they did and less out in front. We reduced
say they would like a little more the weight of the front end of the
gun but didn’t reduce the overall
attractive riﬂe.”
So Savage went to a higher grade weight anywhere else.”
Then Savage chambered
of walnut than they typically use
the Lady Hunter in a series
for their riﬂes.

Dermody
said
Savage’s
Lady Hunter is unique in the
marketplace.
“We didn’t just take an existing
gun and adapt it,” Dermody said.
“We took input from women
shooters that we knew and were
true to that niche.”
Rupp is quite fond of the Lady
Hunter that Savage sent her in
6.5 Creedmoor as a thank you for
helping design the gun.
“I really like it,” she said. “At
ﬁrst I thought the riﬂe still didn’t
ﬁt me quite right, because I’m
pretty tall and it’s a fairly short
stock. I believe they’re going to
make it available with spacers
that will go between the recoil
pad and the stock itself to allow
it to be lengthened and solve that
problem.”
When she got into the ﬁeld
with the riﬂe, Rupp said, she
found that she had a different
perspective on it.
“I thought it was too short for
me until I took it hunting for the
ﬁrst time last December,” she
said. “I was in Pennsylvania and
it was 8 degrees. I was bundled
up like the Pillsbury Dough
Boy. With that short stock it was
absolutely perfect; it came right
up and I shot a running deer and
thought, ‘Wow! This riﬂe ﬁts me
really well!’”
All in all, Rupp said, Savage did
a really ﬁne job creating the Lady
The Lady Hunter at work. Photo courtesy of Diana Rupp.
Hunter.
of
popular
calibers:
.223,
“They really hit it out of
“We
also
changed
the
checkering pattern to something .243, .270, .30-06, .308, 6.5 the park by putting so much
a little more ﬂowing,” Dermody Creedmoor, and 7mm-08. thought into the design,” she
said. “We wanted it to be more Even though those are the said. “It’s really well balanced. I
feminine without it being hearts only calibers in which Savage love the AccuTrigger. They also
is manufacturing the Lady did a nice job with the wood.
and daisies.”
Hunter, the gun can be special It’s an impressive gun and a
The last step was the barrel.
“We used the same barrel ordered in other calibers, not pretty gun.”
W&G
contour that we use on our including magnum calibers.

Lady Savage Riﬂe
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Shooters World
Continued from Page 28
In the wide corridor going to
the range, and along one wall
of the lounge area, visitors can
immerse themselves in a bit of
history. In one case is a history of
riﬂes from the Revolutionary War
to today’s Modern Sporting Riﬂe.
Other cases have rotating displays
of guns, military uniforms, and
other memorabilia related to the

complements the Realtree Xtra
interior.”
Continued from Page 39
The three new Woodland
models (Models #W-22-BHcamo interiors, convenient back
E-S, W-35-BH-E-S, and W-60lit electronic locks, and four-way
BH-E-S) include a back lit
locking with extra-large, 1.5-inch
electronic lock that allows for
live-action steel bolts and up to 10
storage of a three- to eight-digit
locking points.
combination. The lock is easy to
Approved
to
meet
the
program, batteries are accessible
California Department of Justice
from the front of the safe and a
standards for safely storing

Gift Ideas

A female customer signs up for a
class at the concierge desk.

historical use of ﬁrearms.
Kitzis said his main goal
with customers who come in,
particularly with women and
families, is to create a friendly,
open environment.
“When you come in, no matter
what day or time of day it is,
you can ﬁnd women shooting,”
he said. “The neat part is that
they meet and become friends
here. That’s what separates us
from other facilities around the
country. This is much more than
just a retail store and range; it’s an
experience.”
W&G
May-June 2014

Stack-On has teamed with Realtree camo to produce a new line of
gun safes called the Woodland Series,

ﬁrearms, the Woodland safes
offer sportsmen one of the only
ﬁre-resistant interiors fully-lined
with the Realtree Xtra® brand’s
camouﬂage pattern.
“These safes add an exciting
new element to Stack-On’s line-up
of ﬁre resistant safes, said Shelley
Nehrt, Director of Marketing for
Stack-On. “The Woodland Series
of safes, also feature matching
factory installed door organizers,
carpeted barrel rests and a brown
hammertone paint ﬁnish which

backup key is included. The door
is secured by a four-way locking
system using up to seven 1.5inch live action locking bolts and
three deadbolts. The live action
locking bolts are retracted or
extended with the rotation of the
three spoke steel hand.
The Woodland safes have been
tested by ETL (an independent
testing lab) to verify that the safes
are ﬁre resistant for 30 minutes up
to 1400-degrees Fahrenheit.
W&G
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esourceirectory
Sources for Handgun Fit
feature, Page 12
ASP USA
asp-usa.com
Kimber America
.kimberamerica.com
Sig Sauer
sigsauer.com
Smith & Wesson
smith-wesson.com
Springfield Armory USA
springfield-armory.com

Sources for .22 Training
Guns feature, Page 21
Birchwood Casey
700 Fuller Rd., Dept. WG
Eden Prairie MN 55344
800-328-6156
birchwoodcasey.com
Black Dog Magazines
Black Dog Machine, LLC
9986 Cherry Lane, Dept. WG
Nampa, ID 83687
Blackdogmachinellc.net
Black Hills Ammunition
PO Box 3090, Dept. WG
Rapid City, SD 57709
Black-Hills.com
Brownells, Inc.
200 South Front St., Dept. WG
Montezuma, Iowa 50171
800-741-0015
Brownells.com

John Arthur Ceiner, Inc.
8700 Commerce St., Dept. WG
Cape Canaveral, FL 32920
22lrconversions.com
CCI Ammunition
2299 Snake River Ave.,
Dept. WG
Lewiston, ID 83501
800-379-1732
CCI-ammunition.com
CMMG Inc.
P.O. Box 369, Dept. WG
Fayette, MO. 65248
cmmginc.com
CW Accessories, LLC
12200 Jack Run Rd., Dept. WG
Lancaster, OH 43130
cwaccessories.com

2772 S. Victory View Way, Dept
WG
Boise, ID 83709
866-333-9901
tacticalsol.com
Taurus International MFG, Inc.
USA
16175 NW 49 Ave., Dept. WG
Miami, FL 33014
800-327-3776
TaurusUSA.com
Wolf Performance Ammunition
PO Box 757, Dept. WG
Placenta, CA 92871
888-757-9653
wolfammo.com

Sources for Gift
feature, Page 38

CZ-USA
P.O. Box 171073, Dept. WG
Kansas City, KS 66117-0073
800-955-4486
cz-usa.com

Fobus Holsters
fobusholster.com

GSG (German Sport Guns)
Imported by:
American Tactical
231 Deming Way
Summerville, SC 29483
800-290-0065
americantactical.us

Chiappa Guns
mkschiappa.com

Smith & Wesson
2100 Roosevelt Ave., Dept. WG
Springfield MA 01104
800-331-0852
smith-wesson.com

Privateer Publications
PO Box 29427, Dept. WG
San Antonio TX 78229

Tactical Solutions

Ideas

Laser Lyte
laserlyte.com

Patriot Ordnance Factory, Inc.
23011 N. 16th Lane, Dept. WG
Phoenix, Arizona 85027
pof-usa.com

Stack-On
stack-on.com
800-323-960

W&G
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Connecticut Law
Continued from Page 6
Connecticut Carry’s press
release came after a weekend of
activity ignited by an article in The
New American that suggested a
confrontation is brewing over gun
registration in the state because of
the letter. That article was inspired
at least in part by an on-line
column posted at Sipsey Street
Irregulars by Mike Vanderboegh,
one of two people responsible for
uncovering the Operation Fast
and Furious scandal more than
three years ago.
Vanderboegh wrote an open
letter to the Connecticut State
Police in mid-February that
gunowners have essentially had
enough of gun control and at least
some of them might be inclined
to open ﬁre if there were attempts
to seize their ﬁrearms.
When Burgess spoke with
Gresham, there had been lots of
talk on the Internet about gun
conﬁscations in Connecticut,
but up to that point, there had
not been any actual conﬁscations
because of the new statute, he said.
In discussing the letter, Burgess
noted that it merely explained
what the law was as of April 4 of
last year. He asserted that what
was in the letter has been evidently
misunderstood.
“They did not say, ‘We’re going
to batter down your door’,” he
explained. “Now, we’re not saying
that the Connecticut State Police
won’t do that. We certain actually
believe that they will and possibly
are planning to do that. However,
there needs to be some kind of
reason in the national discourse.
Let’s not try to promote a civil war
in Connecticut by saying that we
May-June 2014

are going to, you know, be subject
to conﬁscation right now.”
Burgess noted to Gresham
that many people apparently still
had not registered their so-called
assault weapons and magazines
with the state police, but it is not
clear what percentage of these
were acts of civil disobedience and
how many were due to ignorance
of the law. Burgess did say that
violations would be classed as
felonies.
Fuel was added to the ﬁre when
Vanderboegh published the names
of lawmakers who voted in favor
of the April 2013 gun legislation
that bans so-called assault riﬂes
and original capacity magazines.
In
their
press
release,
Connecticut Carry included
quotes from both Burgess and
Director Ed Peruta:
“As citizens of Connecticut, we
have a right to bear arms. With
that right comes responsibility.
The responsibility to stand in
defense of ourselves and our
fellow citizens is paramount.”—
Connecticut Carry President Rich
Burgess
“From Governor Malloy, to
Undersecretary Lawlor to DESPP,
Commissioner Schriro, and
Lieutenant Cooke of the ﬁrearms
unit, and including Lt. Paul Vance,
the state needs to s—t, or get off
the pot. The fact is, the state does
not have the balls to enforce these
laws. The laws would not survive
the public outcry and resistance
that would occur.”—Connecticut
Carry Director Ed Peruta
“For years,” the release, from
Burgess, stated, “Undersecretary
Michael Lawlor, the upper levels
of the State Police, and Governor
Dannel Malloy have sought to
disarm those whom they fear.

The laws they passed show that
they fear constitutionally and
lawfully armed citizens. Despite
thousands of gun owners
showing up at each legislative
session expecting to be heard
by
their
‘representatives,’
government ofﬁcials seized
upon public panic related to the
Newtown Massacre, as a means
to exert legislative and executive
ﬁats intent upon disarming gun
owners who have harmed no
one. The Connecticut Executive
and Legislative branches showed
their cowardice when they
installed metal detectors and
armed guards at the entrances to
the Legislative Ofﬁce Building
(LOB) only for ﬁrearms-related
hearings.”
Many
in
the
ﬁrearms
community look at Connecticut
as proof positive that gun control
proponents are either delusional
or ﬂat-out lying when they insist
that gun registration will not
lead to conﬁscation or, at least,
criminalization of the mere act
of owning a certain gun that is
banned after millions of citizens
buy them and own them without
a bit of trouble.
What has happened so far, and
could happen in the future, only
reinforces the belief that antigunners want to ultimately turn
all law-abiding gun owners into
criminals with the mere stroke of
a pen.
Gun rights activists are quick to
note the irony of this controversy.
Connecticut, they say, is
nicknamed “The Constitution
State.” Many will now press to
learn whether that nickname is
still deserved, or if it has been
trashed by the bureaucracy.
W&G
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Peruvian Gunowners
Continued from Page 9
and in current laws.
-Using the US. BATFE
deﬁnition of “antique” and
“collectible,” and removing the
current requirement that such
ﬁrearms be de-milled by drilling
the chambers.
-A registration card for each
ﬁrearm with no expiration date.
-A CCW permit.
-Requiring military members
to register their personal ﬁrearms
with the same government agency
as civilians, rather than with their
military branch.
Peru is not alone. Other
Latin Americans are trying

Image of a bill introduced in
Peruvian Congress.

to rally against an organized
and methodical assault on gun
ownership orchestrated by Oxfam
International,
International
Action Network on Small Arms
(IANSA), Open Society, the
Latin
American
Parliament
(Parliamentary Forum on Small
44

Arms) and the Latin American
Coalition for the Prevention of
Gun Violence (CLAVE).
“Even some governments, such
as the governments of Belgium,
UK, Australia, Norway and
Sweden have been very proactive
in promoting coercive measures in
our region,” Saldias said.
According to Saldias, ﬁnances
for these anti-rights and antihunting forces also stream from
North American sources, such
as: the Rockefeller Foundation;
Compton Foundation; John and
Catherine McArthur Foundation;
Samuel Rubin Foundation and
the Ploughshares Fund.
Saldias said Small Arms
Control, with more than
100 member organizations
operating ofﬁces in 120
countries, is the most active
anti-rights group in Mexico.
“It is led by Rebecca Peters,
an Australian native who
moved to New York,” Saldias
said. “She is directly funded
by [anti-rights billionaire]
George Soros.”
Foreign anti-rights inﬂuences
are so powerful in Latin
America that the Coalition
had been working since May
2013 to get backing for their
bill in the Peruvian Congress;
the Coalition ﬁnally got in the
door of Congressman Juan
the Carlos Eguren last November
and Eguren introduced the
bill Mar. 14.
Seeing the bill pass as written
may be too much to expect, but
its introduction alone is a victory.
“The most important thing about
this bill is that it reverses a trend
that has been always restrictive
and conﬁscatory,” Saldias said.
W&G

New Technology
Exonerating
Record Numbers
Innocent people are being
exonerated in record numbers as
new technologies such as DNA
become
more
sophisticated
and the Computer Voice Stress
Analyzer (CVSA) is increasingly
being used for truth veriﬁcation
instead of the old polygraph, a
PRN Newswire story reported
recently. This is according to
Clifford Payne, an Investigator
with the Atlanta (GA) Police
Department who also serves as a
Regional Director of the National
Association of Computer Voice
Stress Analysts, an organization
representing the nearly 2,000 US
law enforcement agencies that
utilize the CVSA.
“As
law
enforcement
professionals, our main goal is
to make sure only the guilty are
prosecuted,” stated Payne. “With
the reﬁnement of DNA testing we
are now better able to accurately
determine where the criminal
justice system failed in the past as
innocent men and women, some
whose lives are ruined forever, are
being released from prison on a
regular basis. This is in no small
part due to organizations such as
the Innocence Project, improved
DNA testing, and the help of
technologies such as the CVSA.”
Miami-Dade
(FL)
Police
Det. Lisa Morales is among the
thousands of detectives that have
experienced this ﬁrst hand. Det./
CVSA Analyst Lisa Morales
reported that a female subject was
accused of repeatedly stabbing her
ex-boyfriend and children’s father.
There was an adult male witness
Women&Guns

that implicated the female and
uniformed ofﬁcers were poised
to arrest her based on both men’s
statements even though the
female insisted that she was being
“framed” by the two men. The
investigating detective just had
one of those feelings and asked if
Det. Morales would run a CVSA
exam on the female. She passed
and the “witness” ultimately
confessed that he stabbed his
uncle and they conspired to have
the female falsely arrested so that
the father could get custody of
the children because the female
refused to reconcile with him.
According to the NACVSA, this is
just another example of the CVSA
exam being used to clear someone
rather than implicate them
Payne stated that before the
CVSA, law enforcement had to rely
on the old polygraph. “Our main
problem was that 30% of polygraph
examinations are ‘inconclusive’,
meaning that there were no
discernible results. With the CVSA,
there are always correct results 100%
of the time. When you also take in to
account that it takes eight weeks to
train a polygraph examiner and only
ﬁve days to train a CVSA examiner,
plus the fact that polygraph exams
take between 2-3 hours and the
CVSA exam can be performed in 1
hour with perfect results, it is clear
which system to use.” The Atlanta
Police Department discontinued the
polygraph in 2003 in favor of the
CVSA.
Major US law enforcement
agencies in Atlanta, New Orleans,
Nashville, Baltimore, and Miami,
as well as the California Highway
Patrol, depend upon the CVSA to
investigate criminal cases as well as
for screening police applicants. “As
an investigative and decision support
May-June 2014

tool the CVSA has proven itself to
be invaluable to law enforcement,”
stated Lt. Kenneth Merchant, of
the Erie, PA, Police Department,
who serves as the Legislative Affairs
Director for the NACVSA.
W&G
Gun Industry
Seeks Injunction
on California
Microstamping
The
National
Shooting
Sports Foundation (NSSF) and
Sporting Arms and Ammunition
Manufacturers’ Institute (SAAMI)
have jointly ﬁled a motion in
Superior Court in Fresno County
seeking a preliminary injunction
to stop enforcement of California’s
microstamping law.
It is the latest development in a
lawsuit ﬁled by NSSF and SAAMI
in January, according to NSSF
spokesman Michael Bazinet. It
is also separate from the longrunning case of Pena v. Lindley
ﬁled by the Second Amendment
Foundation. That case also
challenges the microstamping
requirement.
NSSF
noted
that
the
microstamping law was passed in
2007 but only became effective
in May of last year. NSSF insists
that the law requires gun makers
to incorporate an “unproven
and unreliable…technology” on
semiautomatic handguns sold in
California in order to be placed on
that state’s approved handgun roster.
“There
is
no
existing
microstamping
technology
that meets the requirement of
this ill-considered law,” said
Larry Keane, NSSF senior vice
president and general counsel.
“It is not technologically possible
to microstamp two locations in

the gun and have the required
information imprint onto the
cartridge casing. In addition, the
current state of the technology
cannot reliably, consistently and
legibly imprint on the cartridge
primer the required identifying
information from the tip of the
ﬁring pin, the only possible location
where it is possible to micro-laser
engrave the information.
“The holder of the patent for
this technology himself has
written that there are problems
with it and that further study is
warranted before it is mandated,”
he continued. “A National
Academy of Science review,
forensic ﬁrearms examiners and a
University of California at Davis
study reached the same conclusion
and the technical experts in the
ﬁrearms industry agree.
“Manufacturers cannot comply
with a law the provisions of
which are invalid, that cannot
be enforced and that will not
contribute to improving public
safety,” he noted. “Today, we are
seeking injunctive relief against
this back-door attempt to prevent
the sale of new or upgraded
semiautomatic handguns to lawabiding citizens in California.”
The microstamping law requires
gun makers to use laser-engraving
to engrave the gun’s make, model
and serial number on the ﬁring
pin and one other place on a
semi-auto pistol. Theoretically,
this is supposed to cause the gun’s
identity to be transferred to the
shell casing and primer so criminal
investigators could identify the
gun from which a ﬁred case came.
It is supposed to help solve crimes,
but gun makers say it is impossible
to comply with the requirement.
W&G
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rom the ditor
“Gun-rights rally turns into antiCuomo event” was the headline in
the Metro section of The Buffalo
News on Apr. 2.
I’m pretty sure I uttered a “Duh!”
as I leafed through the paper with
my morning tea.
The paper’s political reporter,
Robert McCarthy, reported “It was
billed as a rally for repeal of the SAFE
(Secure Ammunition and Firearms
Enforcement) Act, New York’s tough
new gun-control measure enacted
last year.
“But the event that drew thousands
of protestors to the Empire State
Plaza [in Albany, the state’s capital]
on Tuesday quickly morphed into a
mass demonstration against the law’s
champion—Gov. Andrew Cuomo,
who is running for re-election.”
“Duh!” again I muttered into my
oolong.
The rally featured a number
of speakers who bashed the
Democratic incumbent—including
Carl Paladino who ran against him
four years ago, Donald Trump, who
ﬂirted with running against him this
year and Rob Astorino, the likely
Republican nominee this year.
Would it have been nice if there
were some high-proﬁle, pro-gun
Democrats on the podium?
Of course! But pro-gun Democrats
are pretty thin on the ground of
elected politics in New York State—
even pro-gun Republicans are pretty
rare.
The newspaper’s, and other
media’s focus on the “bashing” of
Cuomo by the SAFE Act opponents,
though, is at best disingenuous, and
at worst, another attempt to divide
everyone into neatly packaged
“thems” and “us’s.”
It’s a lazy kind of journalism, but
it usually works—lumping people
into broad categories with easy
labels. Most of the reporting on
the rally mentioned that the crowd
skewed Republican, male and from
“upstate.”
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“All politics is local,” is one of the
most famous dictums in modern
politics, ﬁrst uttered by the late
Speaker of the House Tip O’Neill.
But it is often one of the most
misunderstood, as well.
“Local,” doesn’t just mean
potholes and school budgets
particular to a speciﬁc place. It also
means any issue which focuses
attention in one place. In the case of
the SAFE Act, the issue is gun rights.
Passed literally in the dead of
the night in January 2013, it was
Cuomo’s attempt to turn the spotlight
on New York—and by more than
just extension—himself, in the wake
of the Sandy Hook school shooting.
Cuomo bragged that he and New
York would be the “ﬁrst” in the
nation to enact legislation that would
“prevent” another such horriﬁc
tragedy.
But the SAFE Act hasn’t prevented
any school shootings in much the
same way it hasn’t prevented any
tiger attacks in New York.
What the law did was make
criminals almost overnight of
heretofore law-abiding New Yorkers,
who had already been abiding by
some of the strictest laws in the
country.
A year later, some provisions are
still not being enforced, because
those charged with doing so (county
sheriffs and county clerks in most
cases but even the State Police with
some of the law’s provisions), can’t
ﬁgure out how to do so.
The ﬁrst people caught by the
SAFE Act were clearly not criminals,
and even Cuomo did some throat
clearing about “administrative
matters,” waving away questions by
the media.
New York politics are local, just
like everywhere else, but, just as
elsewhere, “local” means different
things.
Like our fellow citizens in California
and Illinois, for example, population
wags the dog—and New York City

and its immediate suburbs call most
of the legislative shots—just as
Chicagoland does in the Prairie State
and Los Angeles and San Francisco
do in the Golden State.
Cuomo could not have rammed
through the S.A.F.E. Act without the
ﬁrm support of New York City pols,
but he also needed some folks from
“upstate,” and he got it.
While Cuomo himself, with an
enormous war chest that already
has been used to run softly-focused
“achievement” ads for months, is
probably a shoo-in for re-election—
at least according to some polls,
some of those who supported the
SAFE Act, notably some Democrats
as well as Republicans, especially
from west of the Hudson River,
are likely to ﬁnd local town halls,
and candidate meet-and-greets
decidedly uncomfortable in the next
few months. A few of them will fail to
win reelection solely because of their
support of the SAFE Act.
A few days before the rally in
Albany was held, I talked to a state
activist who was heading east for
it. He mentioned that afterward, he,
and some other grassroots activists
were on their way to Connecticut, to
meet with activists there.
In Connecticut, the governor and
legislature might not be able to brag
that they were “ﬁrst” to pass new laws
in direct response to Sandy Hook, but
pass them they did. They are almost
as unworkable as New York’s.
Of course, gun rights advocates
have been going through the same
drill since the late 60s, but every
once in a while, the “trend” hits the
spotlight again.
Should Cuomo win re-election,
perhaps he should look closely at a
map of “locals” before embarking on
his Presidential run.
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